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HUMANISM AND THE VOYAGES OF DISCOVERY 

IN 16TH CENTURY PORTUGUESE SCIENCE AND LETTERS * 

The inner conflict in the minds of people who, as a consequence 
of the discoveries, were witnessing the beginning of a new epoch 
in the history of mankind, is nowhere more clearly revealed than 
in the writings of the Portuguese of the 16th century. It was a 
conflict with religious, economic, social and scientific aspects. To 
the old confrontation of christianity with judaism and especiaUy 
with the islam, now was added that with the highly developed 
pagan cultures of Asia and with ancient non-roman christian 
communities in Ethiopia and India. Extensive navigation and 
colonisation led to a shortage of agricultural hands, social upheaval 
and moral looseness. And, finaUy, the extension of knowledge 
started a revolution in science as to its contents and its method. 
People living in a medieval, rural, closed world had to cope with 
new knowiedge, new social and economic circumstances, new 
missionary problems. 

As if this was not yet enough of tension, there was for Portuguese 
scholars and poets an additional problem: the epoch of the 
discoveries coincided with the introduction of Renaissance learning 
and Renaissance art. At the time when the Portuguese discovered 
a new geographical world and thereby, as Bacon said, inevitably 
opened up a new inteUectual world as weU, Humanism entered on 
the Portuguese scene and opened up an ancient intellectual world 
with a whoUy different message. 

To the Humanists the renovation should be a rMtoration: one 
should not look in the fust place to the future but to the past. 
True Science, true Virtue had to be reconquered, as they had 

* In February 1965 the present author delivered a short lecture on "the 
reactions to the new science in the literature of the Portuguese Renaissance" 
before the Royal Netherlands Academy of Arts and Sciences. In 
October 1968 an elaborated and adapted version was read in Coimbra as 
the closing lecture of the First Reunion on the History of N autical Sciences 
(published, with a report of the ensuing discussion, as "The Impact of the 
Voyages of Discovery in Portuguese Humanist Literature", Coimbra 1970). 
In the present paper a wider range of cultural activities has been covered 
and notes and references (wholly lacking in the earlier publication) have 
been added. 
Armando Cortesào (31-1-1891-29-11-1977), the president ofthat reunion, 
was a historian of cartography of international reputation. He was a 
professor ofthe University ofCoimbra, member ofthe Portuguese Academy 
of Sciences, foreign member of the Royal Netherlands Academy of Arts 
and Sciences, and the author of many books and articles on the history 
of cartography and navigation. 
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8 HUMANISM AND THE PORTUGUESE DISCOVERIES 

already existed in Antiquity. So, in general, the Portuguese 
humanist, like all humanÎsts, tried to shake off the heritage of the 
immediate past. 

On the other hand, he shared with hls compatriots the national 
pride in the recent achievements and in the new Empire that would 
outdo even that of the Romans. Consequently, he had either to 
divide hls loyalties or to choose between a restoration and a new 
beginning. 
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I 

ANCIENT AND MODERN 

The incompleteness ot ancient Science 
The social change may have been gradual, but for the scientific 

world the shock came all of a sudden. Whereas Columbus's voyages 
to the West found their support and stimulus in ancient and 
medieval scientific literature, the much earlier voyages in southern 
direction went against the verdicts of most ancient writers. With 
fear and trembling the Portuguese mariners went along the west 
coast of Africa where, according to ancient tradition, powerful 
currents, shallows and the scorching heat of the tropics must lead 
to inevitabie destruction. These enterprises, in their opinion, 
amounted (as Zurara wrote ca 1450) to nothing less than suicide, 
that is also to eternal damnation . 

. . . era grande duvida, qual serya 0 primeiro que quisesse poer sua vida 
em semelhante ventuira. Como passarmos, deziam elles, os termos que 
poserom nossos padres, ou que proveito pode trazer ao Iffante a 
prediçom de nossas almas juntamente com os corpos, ca conhecidamente 
seremos omecidas de nos meesmos ? 1 

The voyages of discovery gave incontrovertible proof that the 
Ancients were not infallible ; their knowledge was incomplete and 
it was in many respects even wrong. 

The incomplete ne ss became evident when it turned out that 
there was more land south of the equator than the Ancients had 
believed, and that there were not only new countries and new 
seas but even new stars, not catalogued by the astronomers of 
Antiquity. The Italian humanist Angelo Policiano, who must have 
been rather well-informed about the voyages by his Portuguese 
pupils (in particular by the two sons of the Chancellor Teixeira), 
praised (1491) D. Joao 11 because he had opened the never before 
navigated Ocean, despising the limits of Hercules, and thus "brought 
to light out of eternal darkness, new countries, a new sea, new 
worlds, new stars". 

Etenim quid tu aliud, obsecro, rex nobis quàm alias terras, mare aliud, 
alios mundos, aliaque postremo sydera non magis invenisti, quàm ab 

1 Gomes Eanes de Zurara, Crónica dos feitos de Guiné, cap. 8; ed. A. J. Dias 
Dinis, Lisboa 1949, vol. 11, pp. 47-48. 
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10 HUMANISM AND THE PORTUGUESE DISCOVERIES 

aeternis tenebris, et a veteri pene dixerim chao, rursus in hanc publicam 
lucem protulisti? 1 

This became a commonplace in Renaissance literature ; we find 
it again and again with Portuguese authors who mention that new 
seas, new countries and peoples had been discovered. Especially 
the observation of new stars seems to have made a deep impression, 
as is evident when Pedro Nunes (1537), af ter summing up the 
terrestrial discoveries, continues : "what rrwre is, a new heaven 
and new stars". 

Descobriram novas ilhas, novas terras, novos mares, novos povos, e 0 

que mais é: nova céu e novas estrelas.2 

The poet Luis de Camoes (ca 1524-1580), too, makes special 
reference to the discovery of the Southern Cross: "the new star, 
not seen by other people" . 

Já descoberto tinhamos diante 
Lá novo hemispherio, nova estrela, 
Nào vista de outra gente ... 3 

And António Ferreira (1528-1569) adds "a new Portugal" to 
the series, when sending from "old Portugal" greetings, via new 
seas, new heavens and cIimates, "to the new Portugal, to 
famous Goa". 

Do antigo Portugal, da. grà Lisboa 
Por novos mares, novos Céus, e climas 
Ao nova Portugal, à clara. Goa, ... 4 

In those new countries were found new nations and new species 
of animals and plants, which had not been mentioned in the 
allegedly complete Natural Histories of the Ancients (Dioscorides, 
Pliny). In a laudatory poem on Garcia de Orta's "Colóquios dos 
simples e drogas" (1563), Camoes says that Orta will reveal to us 
secrets hidden to all the Ancients. 

Edescobrindo ira. segredos çertos, 
A todos os antigos encubertos.6 

1 Angelus Politianus, Epistolarum libri XII, ac Miscellaneorum Centuria. 
Lugduni 1539, p. 304. 

2 Pedro Nufies, Tratado em defensam da carta de marear. Lisboa 1537; 
Obras, ed. Acad. das Ciências, Lisboa 1940, vol. I, p . 175. 

3 Luis de Camöes, Os Lusiadas (1568; 1572), canto V, stro 14. 
4 António Ferreira, Poemas Lusitanos ; Cartas, livro 11, carta 7; ed. 

Marques Braga, sec. ed., Lisboa 1953- '57, vol. 11, p. 156. The poet died 
in 1569; the Poemas Lusitanos were published for the fust time in 1598. 

5 Luis de Camöes, Ao Conde de Redondo, viso Rey da India. In: 
Garcia d'Qrta, Coloquios dos simples e drogas e cousas mediçinais da. 
India.. Goa 1563. 
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HUMANISM AND THE PORTUGUESE DISCOVERIES 11 

If the ancient philosophers wou1d have seen the wonders I saw, 
so he says, what great works would they have left to us! 

Se os antigos filósofos que andaram 
Tantas terras, por ver segredos delas, 
As maravilhas que eu passei, passaram ... 
Que grandes escrituras que deixaram.1 

Evidently, he claims for the Portuguese that their discoveries 
surpass those of the Ancients, though in literary skill they stay 
behind them. 

In a letter to dr Thomas Rodrigues, the physician Dimas Bosque 
(1563) recognizes the great merits of Dioscorides and Galen. 
Nevertheless, they leave much to be desired and much was unknown 
to them. 

Copiose etiam Galenus, sed muIta in muItis desiderantur, si recte quae 
de ipsis scripsit, contemplemur, aut quae ab ipso incognita relinquantur, 
aut quin earum vires iudex omnium rerum tempus non adhuc 
demonstraverat.2 

Our contemporaries, so he adds, teIl us ridicu10us fables on plants 
growing in the East Indies, which have been "unknown up till 
now, and are generally known at present thanks to the navigation 
of the Portuguese". 

MuIta nostra tempestate muIti scripserunt, sed de iis quae in orientali 
India nascuntur hactenus incognita, nunc autem lusitanorum navigatione 
notissima figmenta narrant ridicuIa.3 

Garcia de Orta (1504-1570) himself many times exposes the 
error of thinking that Galen and Dioscorides have described 
everything in this field; on many things, however, they did not 
write at all, just because they were not acquainted with them. 

Nào vos pareça que galeno e dioscorides escreverào tudo, que muytas 
cousas deixarào descrever, que nào vieram ha sua noticia.4 

Even an appeal to the Romans does not disturb him: "I say 
that nowadays is known more in one day by the Portuguese than 
one knew in a hundred years through the Romans". 

Diguo que se sabe mais em hum dia aguora pellos Purtugeses, do que 
se sabia em cem anos pollos Romanos ... 6 

1 Lusfadas, canto V, stro 23. 
2 Garcia d'Orta, Coloquios dos simples e drogas ... , p. 227 r ( .. . doctori 

Thomae Roderico in conimbricensi academia medicorum primo, Dymas 
Bosque, medicus Valentinus) . 

8 Garcia d'Orta, o.c., p. 227r. 
4 Garcia d'Orta, o.c., coloq. XIX, p. 79vs. 
6 Garcia d'Orta, o.c., coloq. XV, p. 6Or. 
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12 HUMANISM AND THE PORTUGUESE DISCOVERIES 

The errors ot the Science ot the Ancients 
An even greater damage to the reputation of the Ancients was 

the realization that their Science contained many errors. The 
Portuguese seafarers found that the ancient and medieval 
geographers (Strabo, Mela, Pliny, Sacrobosco) and poets (Vergil, 
Ovid) were wrong in asserting that the tropics are uninhabitable. 
They turned out to be not only inhabitable but even inhabited, 
so that any rational argument for the ancient denial of the existence 
of antipodes feIl away. 

Diogo Gomes (ca 1460) says, that Ptolemy had written that the 
utmost North and the tropics are uninhabitable, "but we found 
the contrary of all those things", because the North is inhabitable 
up to the Pole (!) and "the region of the equator is inhabited by 
negroes in such a multitude of tribes, that it seems incredible". 
Over against Ptolemy's authority Gomes puts his own experience: 
he speaks the truth, as he "has seen a great part of the world". 

Et haec, quae scribuntur hic, ponuntur salva gratia ilIustrissirni Ptolomei, 
qui multa bona scripsit de divisione mundi, qui in hac parte deficit ... 
Et haec omnia invenimus in contrariam, quia polum arcticum vidimus 
habitatum usque ult ra perpendiculum poli, et lineam aequinoctialem 
etiam habitatam de nigris, ubi est tanta multitudo gentium, quod 
impossibile est credendum ... 
Et certe dico, quod vi di magnam partem mundi.! 

The historian Joào de Barros (1496-1570) wrote in his Rópica 
Pnefma (1532) that if Ptolemy, Strabo, Mela, Pliny and Galen 
could co me back, the discoveries of the Portuguese would put them 
to shame and confusion, as they would see that there are more 
parts of the world which they did not know, than the three in 
which they divided it. Most of all Ptolemy would be embarrassed, 
who composed his tables of distances with a freedom Horatius 
only allows to painters and poets! 

Açerca da cosmografia, com a grandeza dos mundos que os esclareçidos 
reys de Portugal descobriram, se agora cá viese Ptholomeu, Strabo, 
Pomponio, Plinio, ou Solino com suas tres folhas, a todos meteria em 
confusam e vergonha: mostrando-Ihe[s] que as partes do mundo que 
nam alcançaram, Bam mayores que as tres em que 0 eUes dividiram. 
E 0 mais confuso seria Ptholomeu, em a graduaçam de suas tavoas: 
porque como passa de Alexandria, pinta-as com aqueUa licença que 
Horacio dáa aos pintores e poetas.2 

! Diogo Gomes, De prima inventione Guinee. fol. 273 vs; in: Joaquim 
Bensaude, 0 Manuscrito "Valentim Fernandes", Lisboa 1940, p. 191. 

2 Joam de Barros, Ropica Pnefma, Lisboa 1532, fol. Diij r . Ed. I. S. Révah, 
vol. 11, Lisboa 1955, p. 42. 
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HUMANISM AND THE PORTUGUESE DISCOVERIES 13 

In the same way D. Joao de Castro criticizes Ptolemy and other 
important authors for their wrong 10caIization of the Fortunate 
Islands. 

Ptolomeu, Plinio, Pomponio mella e outros gravlsslmos autores .. . 
escreveram muy confusamente ho sitio, confrontaçào e altura dellas. 1 

In hls Roteiro of the Red Sea he states that "nothing is darker 
and more confused. . . in the writings of the Ancients than the 
cosmography of this sea and country".2 

According to him the Ancients had Iittle knowledge of the 
sources of the Nile, and yet, so he says, by simple questions he 
could easily find out in a few hours what the lofty minds of the 
Philosophers did not discover in many years. 

· . . pude alcamçar com humas simpres preguntas, 0 que tam gramdes 
e soberbos engenhos de filosofos ignoraram ... e ho que mais se deve 
de estimar he a facillidade com que me absolveram a questam, que 
entre tamtos sabedores e mathematicos era imdesetada.3 

In these words the man of practice and common sense spe aks 
in ironie terms about the learning of the learned theoreticians. 

In his Tratado da Esfera he points out that antipodes do exist 
and that the Church Fathers who denied this, were completely wrong. 

· . . muitos dos antigos per nenhuma via se podiào persuadir que avia 
ahi taes antipodas; ... Lactancio ... nenhuma cousa faz senào rir e 
escarnecer da parvoice dos philosophos e mathematicos que ousarào 
affirmar que avia no mundo antipodas; ... Santo Agostinho teve a 
mesma opiniào, 0 qual sem duvida foy hum dos maiores philosophos 
dos majores engenhos que ouve no mundo.4 

Similarly, Pedro Nunes (1537) had pointed out that the Portuguese 
"freed us from much ignorance", and demonstrated that there are 
antipodes ("which even the Saints doubted") and that there is no 
region "uninhabited because of heat or cold". 

· . . tiraram nos muitas ignorancias, e amostram-nos ser a terra mor 
que 0 mar, e haver ahi Antipodas, que até os Santos duvidaram, e que 
nào ha regiào que nem por quente nem por fria se deixe de habitar. 

1 D. Joào de Castro, Roteiro da viagem que D. Joào de Castro fez a 
primeira vez que foi á India em 1538 (Roteiro de Lisboa a Goa). Descripçào 
das Ilhas das Canareas. In: Obras Completas de D. Joào de Castro, 
ed. A. Cortesào e L. de Albuquerque, vol. I, Coimbra 1968, p. 132. 

2 D. Joào de Castro, Roteiro do Mar Roxo (1541), Prologo. Obras 11, 
Coimbra 1971, p. 183. 

3 D. Joào de Castro, Roteiro do Mar Roxo; CosmografIa de ethiopia sob 
egito. Obras, vol. 11, p. 236. 

4 D. Joào de Castro, Tratado da Sphaera, por perguntas erespostas a modo 
de dialogo (written before 1538). Obras, vol. I, p. 57. 
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14 HUMANISM AND THE PORTUGUESE DISCOVERIES 

E que em urn mesmo clima e igual distancia da equinocial, ha homens 
brancos e pretos.1 

The information of the Ancients on men, animais, and plants 
of distant regions evidently was unreliable. Duarte Pacheco Pereira 
(1506) says that the ancient writers did not know Guinea and had 
no experience of it, whereas we do have it: "smaTI wonder, then, 
that they feIl into errors" . 

. . . mas como quer que os antigos escritores nào souberam esta provincia 
nem a praticarem como a nós temos praticado, portanto nào é maravilha 
cairem em error.2 

It was a particular satisfaction to the discoverers that unlettered 
seamen, traveIlers and merchants by simple observation gave the 
lie to the greatest philosophers of Antiquity. What they had seen 
with their eyes and touched with their hands, they triumphantly 
proclaimed over against the logical deductions of the learned: 
simple facts weigh more heavily than acute reasoning. D. Joao 
de Castro declared that the maritime experience of the Portuguese 
overthrows the opinions of the Ancients. 

DiBcipulo : Pois quem pode arrancar do mundo esta opiniào dos antigos ? 
Mestre: A muyta experiencia dos modernos, e principalmente a muita 
navegaçào de Portugal... Vista, pois, tal experiencia, fica bem 
reprovada a opiniào dos antigos.3 

Camoes, who, in contrast to most humanists, had visited the 
East and seen its wonders with his own eyes, had, as he said, mixed 
the study of books with long experience.4 But he advised to 
attribute more value to long experience than to book learning.5 

He admirablyworded the conflict between Reason and Experience, 
when saying that he had seen things which the unlearned sailors, 
who have experience as their sole teacher, hold for certain, whereas 
the acute scholars, who follow Reason and science, demonstrate 
that they cannot be true and must have been misunderstood. 
Nevertheless, he had seen them! 

Os casos vi que os rudos marinheiros 
Que têm por mestra a longa experiência 
Contam por certos sempre e verdadeiros 
Julgando as cousas só pela apparência. 

1 P. Nufies, Tratado em defensam da carta de marear, Lisboa 1537. Obras, 
vol. I, p. 176. 

2 Duarte Pacheco Pereira, Esmeraldo do Situ Orbis, 1. 11, cap. 11; 
cf. livro I, cap. 26 and livro IV, cap. 1. 

3 Joào de Castro, Tratado da Sphaera. "Da Terra". Obras I, p. 50. 
4 Lusladas, canto X, 154. 
5 Lusfadas, canto X, 152. 
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HUMANISM AND THE PORTUGUESE DISCOVERIES 

Mas que os que rem juizos mais inteiros, 
Que s6 por puro engenho e por ciência 
Vêem do mundo os segredos escondidos 
Julgam por falsos ou mal entendidos.1 

15 

These Portuguese travelIers, then, made their choice in the 
conflict between Reason and Experience: Reason ought to submit 
itself to reality. D. Joào de Castro told his readers that he would 
write down in his Roteiro many things that in former times seemed 
impossible, e .g. the existence of antipodes. Nevertheless, their 
existence having been proved by facts, it has become "reasonabie" , 
he said. 

Tal experiencia que necessidade tinha de mais prova? Agora me parecem 
os antipodas acousa mais conforme à rezao que pode ser.2 

This meant the introduction of a new approach to nature: neither 
Reason, nor Authority, but Experience should be the touchstone 
of truth. 

Acting on this principle, Henry the Navigator planned the 
investigation of the unknown and thus opened a new era in the 
intellectual history of mankind. There is no indication that he was 
a scientist himself, but it seems true that (as a distinguished English 
physicist, Sir George Thomson, once said to me), he acted as "the 
midwife of modern science". For, modern science is built on the 
recognition that what seems impossible to Man may be possible 
with God and that the foolishness of God is more than the wisdom 
of Man. One cannot sufficiently admire the intellectual boldness 
of those who, like the Infante, were foolish enough to doubt the 
wisdom of the wise, and who were unwilling to draw definitive 
conclusions before they had seen for themselves. A scholar of the 
end of the epoch of the discoveries, Simon Grynaeus (1555), rightly 
said that those fust navigators were driven to their adventurous 
journeys by a "divine madness". By the standard of their own 
time they were, as so many pioneers, "foolish" indeed. But "sem 
a loucura que é 0 homem / mais que a besta sadia, / cadaver 
addiado que procria?" (Fernando Pessoa, 1888-1935). 

The re-appraisal ol Antiquity 
The conflict between the humanists' proclamation of the 

superiority of the Ancients and the results of the navigations of 
the Moderns, then, led to a re-appraisal of the science of Antiquity 
in, roughly speaking, three different ways. 

Lusiadas, canto V, 17. 
Joao de Castro, Tratado da Sphaera. "Como todos os homens, assi como 
os nossos antipodas, em qualquer parte desta sphaera andao todos 
direitos". Obras I, p. 58. 
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16 HUMANISM AND THE PORTUGUESE DISCOVERIES 

a) A feeling of triumph about the fact that the Ancients were 
ignorant of many things and wrong on many points in which they 
were surpassed by the Moderns. 

This attitude will be found especially with men of practice who 
wrote on "natural history" of the tropical regions (the captain 
Duarte Pacheco Pereira; the apothecary Garcia de Orta). 

b) Recognition that the Moderns have greatly extended the 
"history" of nature, but that, on the other hand, it was the 
geometrical and astronomical science inherited from the Ancients, 
which made those discoveries possible. 

This was the opinion of humanistically formed people, who were 
in some way connected with navigation and colonization and whose 
nautical science was based on ancient and medieval astronomy 
and mathematics (the official ofthe Casa da India, Joào de Barros; 
the viceroy Joào de Ca stro ; the mathematician and cosmografo-mör 
Pedro Nunes). 

c) Over-emphasis on the indispensability of ancient knowledge 
and the excellence of ancient culture, together with an under
estimation and minimizing of the contributions of the moderns and 
of the brighter side of the own epoch. This attitude is mainly found 
with "typicaI" humanists, i.e. those strongly influenced by Italy 
and without relations with the maritime enterprises (George 
Buchanan, Francisco da Holanda, Antonio Ferreira). 

ad b. Over against the pride in the observations ofthe "unlettered" 
it was pointed out that the discoveries would have been impossible 
without a nautical science. Scholarly educated people who, Iike 
Nunes and Castro, were familiar with the relevant writings of the 
Ancients and who, at the same time stood in immediate contact 
with the navigators, assumed this more balanced position. They 
recognized that precisely in those disciplines where logical reasoning 
plays a preponderant role (e.g. mathematics) we have to borrow 
from the Ancients, whereas in those bearing a more contingent 
character (natural history, topography) we have surpassed them. 
On matters like the inhabitability of the tropical regions (as 
Hieronymus Müntzer wrote in his letter to D. Joào 11 (1493)), 
experience should be beIieved more than imagination. 

Porque nas eousas que perteneem á habitaçao da terra, mais se há de 
erer a experiêneia e as provaveis historias que as imaginaçöes fantasticas. 
Porque eerto sabeis que muitos autorizados astronomos negaram ser 
alguma habitaçao debaixo dos tropie os e equinoeios. Das quais eousas 
tu aehaste sérem vas e falsas pela tua experieneia.1 

1 Traetado da Spera do mundo tirado de latim em lingoagem portugues. 
Com huma earta que hum grande doutor Allemam mandou a el Rey de 
Portugall dom Joam ho segundo. ed. faesim. Joaquim Bensaude, Genève 
1913, p . 35. 
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HUMANISM AND THE PORTUGUESE DISCOVERIES 17 

Nunes declared that he would not give annotations to the 
descriptive part of Ptolemy's Geography : "as anybody can easily 
see how little knowledge of topography they had in his time, I 
wiII leave out all that belongs to the history", but he intended 
to make some remarks on Ptolemy's mathematical demonstrations: 
"because in these there is no change". 

Porque os discursos que Ptolomeo faz neste primeiro livro ... sam tam 
fracos: e as razöes de que nelle usa têm tam pouca força: que qualquer 
pessoa ... podera entender quam pouca noticia em seu tempo tinham 
do sitio do orbe : deixarey 0 que pertence à historia; e notarey somente 
algumas cousas acerca de que ele fazia por demonstraçöes mathematicas: 
porque nestas nào cabe mudança.1 

Nunes' belief in Ptolemy's capacities in "mathematics" becomes 
particularly evident when he says to be sure that his [Nunes'] 
own great invention, the "nonius", must have been already known 
to the great astronomer. 

The same mixture of criticism and positive appreciation of 
Ptolemy is found with Joào de Barros. Having said that if Ptolemy 
could come back, he would be embarrassed to see that the parts 
of the world he did not knoware greater than those he described 
and that he would be embarrassed also by the errors he has made 
in the distances on his maps, Barros adds that Ptolemy's astronomy 
stands fast and that his spirit still speaks in all the astronomers 
that came af ter him. 

Per6 em a astronomia se salva, onde falou tam altamete, q fala como 
spii [espirito] em todoios outros astronomos q despois vierà.2 

Nunes' pupil D. Joào de Castro (who had firsthand experience 
of the new countries), though emphasizing that in natural history 
and cosmography we win the victory over the Ancients, was 
annoyed ab out the presumption of those mariners who claimed 
that the nautical instruments are wholly our inventions, "as if the 
astronomy of Hipparch, the mechanics of Archimedes, the 
cosmography of Ptolemy, and the geometry of Euclid ..... were 
not implied in them" . 

. . . os estormentos, com que se servem em suas navegaçoens ... dizerem 
serem os homens do mar os inventores; . . . e isto com huma soberba 
e presumçam como se nelles estivesse emcerrada a estrologia de Hiparco, 
a macanica tam abumdosa de Archimedes, a cosmografia de Tholomeu, 
a geometria de Euciides, 0 engenho e abilidade de Aristoteles, a viva e 
natural inciinaçam de Plinio pera esprementar os effeitos da natureza.3 

1 P . Nufies, Livro primeyro da Geographia de Ptolomeu. Annotaçöes neste 
primeyro Iivro de Ptolomeu (1537) . Obras I, p. 153. 

2 Joào de Barros, R6pica Pnefma, Diijr. 
3 Joào de Castro, Roteiro que fez Dom Joam de Castro da Viagem que 
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ad c. The typically humanist attitude towards the culture of 
the Ancients will not be found with those who, like Nunes, 
Joào de Castro and Joào de Barros, were closely connected with 
the modern development of navigation and trade, but rather with 
poets, artists and scholars who stayed in their country or travelled 
to Italy in order to be closer to the sources of ancient wisdom. 
Their attitude was one of unconditional admiration for ancient 
culture and its modern Italian revival. The painter and architect 
Francisco da Holanda (1548) feIt great "saudade" for the old time, 
when there was "perfection in the noble sciences and arts" and 
when "things, in truth, were at the summit of their perfection" 
in all arts, especially that of painting. 

Grande saudade têm dos antigos tempos todos os grandes engenhos. 
porque, certo, a perfeiçào das nobres ciências e artes e todas as outras 
poIîcias parece que foram entào, e os prémios e 0 valor delas: Entào 
estiveram as cousas, certo, na sua perfeiçào e alto cume, assim nas 
artes, como nas armas, como na nobre pintura.1 

To the challenge of those who thought that everything or at least 
some things are better nowadays, the reaction of these people was 
one of a defence through thick and thin. Let nobody have such 
a modern opinion th at he says that things never were so good as 
they are today - Francisco da Holanda exclaimed - for with growing 
age the world is deteriorating. 

E ninguem nào tenha tào moderna opiniào que diga que nunca as 
cousas foram tào atiladas como hoje neste dia, esquecendo.lhe quào 
velho e avisado é 0 mundo ... 2 

The poet António Ferreira often assumed the same attitude. 
According to him, we are withered branches of the ancient trunks. 

Nós dos antigos troncos somos ramos 
Que secaram, perdendo sua virtude.3 

Paradoxically, the humanists who were the moderns in the eyes 
of the scholastics, considered these latter, together with the real 
innovators, as "moderns", whereas they believed themselves to be 
the followers of truly ancient learning which had to be restored 
and revived. They were moderns who looked backwards! 

Thoroughgoing humanists onesidedly emphasized that the voyages 

fezeram os Portugueses desda Imdia atee Soez (Roteiro do Mar Roxo, 
1541), Prologo. Obras 11, p. 182. 

1 Francisco de Holanda, Diálogos de Roma, diálogo IV. ed. M. Mendes, 
Lisboa 1955, p. 97. This work is identical with Holanda's "Da Pintura 
Antigua, livro 11. 

2 Francisco de Holanda, Diálogos de Roma; diálogo IV, o .c. p. 98. 
3 António Ferreira, Poemas lusitanos. Cartas, 1.11, n. 7; o.c., vol. 11, p. 186. 
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of discovery would have been impossible without the geometry, 
astronomy and cosmography of the Ancients, whereas they ignored 
or minimized the share of the medieval predecessors. When con
temporaries said that some things th at the Ancients claimed to 
have "demonstrated" by acute reasoning, are overthrown by 
simple observations, the defenders of Antiquity retorted that much 
of what is now confirmed by direct observation - e.g. the sphericity 
of the earth - had been known sin ce long to the Ancients precisely 
thanks to their acute reasoning and without travelIing over the 
whole world in order to prove it. 

The Scottish humanist George Buchanan (1506-1582), who had 
been one of the first professors of the Colégio das Artes in Coimbra, 
could not deny that the Portuguese discoveries had put concretely 
before the eyes of mankind what Reason had found with great 
difficulty for long centuries,l namely the sphericity of the elementary 
world 2 and the heavens. 3 But he minimized the achievement of 
the discoverers when comparing it with that of the scholars 
of Antiquity: "the acuteness of the Ancients measured the 
circumference of the earth",4 "the swift mind found (as it were a 
guest in its ancestral Olymp) the measure of the earth in the 
heavens when the body refused the long labour [of going round it]". 
Buchanan pointed out that it had taken a long time before the 
"insatiable thirst of gold" had over co me the fe ar of the cold, heat, 
wild beasts and savage peoples.S 

António Ferreira (1528-1569), who, through his friend Diogo 
de Teive, had connections with the "Bordalese" professors of the 
Colégio das Artes, used practically the same arguments. The Greeks 
and Romans were "the masters of knowIedge" ; "one measured the 
land, another measured the sea and navigated the ocean without 
moving himself... the equator was found... the poles, the 
spherical shape". 

1 Quos ratio longis nisa est extundere sec lis / lIla oculis hominum 
ostendit ... / George Buchanan, Sphera, lib. I, I. 244 ff. In: Poemata 
quae extant, Amstelodami, Dan. Elsevir, 1676). 

2 Buchanan, o.c., lib. I, I. 255 ff. 
3 Buchanan, o .c., ibidem. 
4 Buchanan, o.c., lib. I, I. 513. 
5 ••• Prodiga nec vitae, sitis insatiabilis auri / Saevo auderet adhuc vitam 

committere ponto: / Ipse animus velox, longum renuente laborem / Corpore, 
mensuram (patrii velut hospes Olympi) / In coelo invenit terrae ... ; 
(Buchanan, o.c., lib. I, I. 536 ff.). Cf. also lib. I, 566: Nil adeo inculti 
montes, nil concita ventis / Aequora, nil oculis densi impenetrabilis 
orb is / Obstiterat moles animo, quin devia rerum / Cerneret; et clara 
rationis lampade fretus / Panderet infernas immissa luce tenebris. (The 
uncultivated crags, the wind·swept seas, the mass of the dense earth 
impenetrable to the eyes, could not prevent the mind from seeing the 
secrets of nature, and-confiding in the illuminating torch of reason
to lay open the darkness of the underworld by the light sent in). 
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Que espantos nos renova a alta memoria 
De tantos Gregos e Romàos gentios 
Senhores do saber, paz, e vitoria! ... 
Ora, um a terra, ora outro 0 Céu media, 
Sem se mover 0 Oceano navegava ... 
Ali a altura, e a linha foi achada; 
o movimento, os pólos, afigura 
Redonda; ... 1 

However, what the navigators confirmed only aposteriori were 
some geometrical truths (sphericity and circumference of the 
earth). But how ab out the antipodes, that inevitable example of 
faiIure, so of ten put forward by the moderns in derision of the 
infallibility of the Aneients? 

In this ease the humanists' eustom of looking for some authority 
from the Greek or Roman past, however exeeptional his views 
might have been in his own time, was the remedy. Buehanan 
reeognized that those who had set to themselves the task of 
"seeking the hidden eauses of ereation and of breaking through 
the hidden barriers", had indeed believed that the tropies are 
uninhabitable beeause of the heat.2 But this did not in the least 
embarrass the Scottish historian; he found that Posidonius ' "divine 
mind" (though meeting with great disbelief), had proved that in 
the tropies there is perpetual spring, and this already long before 
those views were eonfirmed when the Portuguese, on their way to 
the Indies, diseovered these hidden parts ofthe world. 3 

It is as if these admirers of Antiquity deliberately closed their 
eyes to the greatness of the things that happened around them. 
Even Élie Vinet, another of the Bordalese professors of Coimbra 
(1548-'49) and a friend of Pedro Nunes, let the statement of the 
uninhabitability of the tropies pass by without notice in his first 
annotated edition of Sacrobosco's "Sphaera" (1552). It was only 
in a next edition (1561) that a note was added saying that the 

1 A. Ferreira, Poemas lusitanos. Cartas, lib. I1, 5; o .C., vol. U, pp. 149-150. 
2 Ergo quibus causas rerum quaesisse latentes / Cura fuit, studioque acri 

perfringere claustra / Abdita naturae, et venturis prodere seclis, / Illic 
exustas flagranti sidere terras / Crediderant nullo sua viscera solvere 
foetu, / Sed sterili squalere situ, phoebumque propinquum / Ignibus epotos 
in coelum, haurire vapores : (Buchanan, o .c. lib. UI, 1. 478). 

3 At melior caecas naturae expendere causas / Libra Posidonii, medio sub 
limite coeli / Qui ver perpetuum et nulla violabile bruma / Esse putat, 
viridesque aeterno gramine campos. (Buchanan, o.c., lib. lIl, 1.492) . 
Quamlibet haec formis, astrinxerit argumentis / Dia Posidonii mens, vis 
rationis et auctor / Vix paucis fecere fidem; Calaica donec / Classis, iter 
quaerens ... / Deprehendit secreta orbis, tenebrisque sepulta / Eruit, 
innumeris et rura habita colonis / Vidit, qua medium Phoebi terit, orbita 
coelum, / (Buchanan, o .c., lib. lIl, 1. 551 ff.). 
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navigation of our century demonstrates that the tropics are 
inhabited. Nevertheless, he hastened to decIare that 1500 years 
ago king Juba had maintained the same against the other ancient 
authors, and that Polybius did so before him.! 

Hubris of the Moderns 
Contrasting with the positive appreciation of Science and 

Technology, there was astrong countercurrent which saw them 
in a less favourable light. The discoveries, the conquests, and the 
lucrative oriental trade had become possible because of the techno
logical progress since Antiquity. In return they stimulated further 
technological development in shipbuilding, military technique and 
mining. Here again the conflict between ancient and modern 
conceptions came to the fore. 

An of ten recurring theme of ancient poets was the hubris of Man, 
who boldly transgresses the borders of the realm allotted to him 
(viz. the surface of the earth), and who tries to penetrate into the 
air, the sea, and the interior of the earth. As he is not satisfied 
with the powers he has received, but wants to acquire those of 
the gods, their wrath is aroused and due punishment is inflicted 
upon the too audacious. This topic comes back with Renaissance 
writers and poets (Petrarca, Ariosto, Ronsard), when they criticize 
oceanic navigation, mining, artillery, and other technological 
conquests. In Camoes' Lusiadas, at the departure ofVasco da Gama's 
Beet, an old man (0 Velho do Restelo), representing the voice of 
the conservative, gives a warning to the mariners : cursed be the 
first who put sails on wood! 

Ó maldito 0 primeiro que no mundo 
N as ondas velas pos em seco lenho! 
Digno da eterna pena do profundo ... 2 

And then the poet reminds his readers of the boldness of 
Prometheus who stole the fire from heaven,3 as he had reminded 

1 Nam quas zonas inhabitabiles aestu et frigore permulti existimarunt, 
compertum multis navigationibus hoc nostro saeculo habitatores habere, 
(quod et ante annos mille ac quingentos Iubam Numidiae regem adversus 
plurimorum veterum opinionem probasse Solinus auctor est, et Polybium 
ante Iubam Strabo libro secundo) .. . (Joannes de Sacrobosco, Sphaera, 
ernendata. Eliae Vineti Santonis scholia in eandern Sphaeram, ab ipso 
authore restituta ... Lutetiae 1561, pp. 28 vs·29 r). 

2 Lusiadas, canto IV, 102. Cf. Horace's Ode to Virgilsetting out for Greece: 
In vain the god wisely severed the lands by the separating Ocean, if in 
spite of him, impious ships go across the waters that should not be touched 
("nequiquam deus abscidit / prudens Oceano dissociabili / terras, si tarnen 
irnpiae / non tangenda rates transiliunt vada"), Horatius, Carminum 
lib. I, 3, Il. 21-24. 

2 Lusiadas, canto IV, 103. Again a reminiscence of Horace: Bold to endure 
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them before of Phaëton who wanted to drive the chariot of the 
sun: 1,2 no risky and sinful undertaking, by fire, weapons and 
water, the human race leaves untried. 

N enhum cometimento alto e nefando 
Per fogo, ferro, agua, calma e frio, 
Deixa intentado a humana geraçào.3 

But in spite of their anger, the gods know that in the long run 
Man will be successful and that, in rus "foolish boldness" defying 
Heaven, he will navigate the sea with sail and oar, so that the 
end will be that he will be the god of the sea and the air. 

Vistes que, com grandissima ousadia 
Foram já cometer 0 Céo supremo; 
Vistes aquela insana fantasia 
De tentarem 0 mar com vella e remo; 
Vistes, e ainda vemos cada dia, 
Soberbas e insolencias, que temo 
Que do mar e do Céo em poucos anos 
Venham Deoses a ser, e nós humanos.4 

Like their Greek predecessors, Camoes and other Portuguese men 
of letters (even the conservative Sá de Miranda and the pious 
Heitor Pinto) show an almost guilty admiration of the boldness 
of the heroes who dared to defy the gods. The pious admonitions 
against human hybris go together with a hardly concealed pride 
in the audacity of the Portuguese sailors and soldiers who dared 
to break through the forbidden borders. 

Po is os vedados t erminos quebrantas 
E navegar longos mares ousas.5 

Of course, the literary rule of imitating the Ancients plays a 
role here, but on the whole the Lusiadas is indeed one great 

all things, mankind rushes through forbidden abomination; Japetus' 
audacious son byevil deceit brought fire to mankind ("Audax omnia 
perpeti / gens humana ruit per vetitum nefas. / audax Japeti genus / ignem 
fraude mala gentibus intulit"), Horatius, l.c., 11 . 25-28. 

1 Lusiadas, canto I, 46 and 49. 
2 Sá de Miranda, Carta lIl, A seu Irmam Mem de Sá, refers to Phaëton 

(str. 6) and to Icarus (str. 7): "Nào soube Hycaro reger / As azas que 
ouve de seu / Quis sobir, veo a decer, / Aos peixes deu de corner, / Ao mar 
o seu nome deu". 

3 Lusiadas, canto IV, 104. Cf. Horace: Daedalus tried the empty air on 
wings not given to man ... Nothing is too difficult for mortals ; heaven 
itself we seek in our folly, and through our sin we let not Jupiter lay 
down his bolts in wrath (" ... Daedalus aëra / pinnis non homini datis; 
. .. / nil mortalibus ardui est; / caelum ipsum petimus stultitia, 
neque / per nostrum patimur scelus / iracunda Iovem ponere fulmina"), 
Horatius, l.c., 11. 34-35, 37-40. 

4 Cam6es, Os Lusiadas, canto VI, 29. 
5 Cam6es, Os Lusiadas, canto V, 41. 
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panegyric of these same Portuguese mariners and schol ars and 
their conquests and discoveries. In a masterly way this epos shows 
the spiritual tension of a people living in and between two worlds. 

The pagan gods may not have been taken seriously, but the 
highest deity of the heathen, viz. Nature, still had an important 
place in christian thought, influenced as it was by aristotelianism 
and stoicism.1 Navigation, and especially its follower, Mining, 
violate Nature. Therefore Sá de Miranda links them together in 
one condemnation : we wage war against Nature by turning up 
the earth and the sea; the great effort this demands clearly shows 
that mining and navigation are unnatural and that Nature did not 
intend those metals for our use. 

Lha fazemos tal guerra 
Metais de tào baixa liga 
Que nos na terra escondera 
Natureza, màe e amiga 
Entre nos e eles pusera 
Tanto trabalho e fadiga. 
Ora revolvendo 0 mar, 
Ora revolvendo a terra. 2 

Man does not respect any limits; some people even went against 
common sense by trying to fly through the air, says Sá de Miranda, 
who thus goes back from the present to ancient mythology and 
unwittingly announces the concrete efforts to be made in a rather 
near future. 

Nas Minas altas que digo 
Revolta a terra té 0 centro ... 
Nào têm termo homens ousando 
De seu siso em desemparo, 
Tudo forào apalpando, 
Té polIo ar solto, e raro 
Ouve quem fosse voando.3 

Particularly irritating to him is that most people run af ter these 
vainglorious men, who must fall deeply because they tried to 
climb so high. 

Apos 0 que há de cahir 
Por alevantar andamos ... 4 

But again, even this staunchest adversary of the new age cannot 

1 R. Hooykaas, Religion and the Rise of Modern Science, Edinburgh
London 19721, 19732• Part I, "God and Nature" . 

2 Francisco de Saa de Miranda, Obras, ed . Vicente Alvarez, Lisboa 1614. 
Carta V (a Pero de Carvalho), stro 27, p. 119 vs. 

3 Sá de Miranda, carta V, stro 31, 33; o.c., p . 120r. 
4 Sá de Miranda, carta 111 (a Mem de Sá), stro 8; o.c., p. 112r. 
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conceal his admiration for the boldness of his compatriots when 
he is reproving those people who do not fear anything, not even 
Fear itself, and who swim over the bottomless seas and passed 
the torrid zone. 

Gente que nào terne nada 
Cos medos se desafia, 
Por mares sem fundo nada 
Passou a Zona torrida, ... 1 

Antonio Ferreira was of the same opinion : artificial things are 
as it were stolen from Nature. 

Artificios sào como roubados 
A Natureza ... 2 

He regarded the breaking open of the sea as being as audacious 
and unnatural as flying in the air. 

Outro 0 ar vào experimentou com penas 
Nào dadas ao homen: outro 0 mar reparte, 
Que por força rompeu.3 

The sweet poet of the North, Diogo Bernardes, joined the choir 
of critics of navigation and mining, referring especially to the 
cupidity behind them. 

Quem por ouro, que nào descansa, cansa, 
Passando 0 mar, e rompendo a terra, erra.4 

A remarkable contrast to the foregoing was the positive attitude 
of Joào de Castro. He had little sympathy with digging in the 
earth or ploughing the sea for thirst of gold, but he would like 
people to do the same for thirst of knowledge ! 

Ö vergonha e grande cobiça dos homeis, por haver estas desaventuras 
dos metais, cavam tanto a terra que lhe tiram fora as tripas, . .. e nam 
comtentes de estragarem tanto a terra, ronpem e furam pelo mar por 
haverem huma perola, .. . e para esquadrinhar huma obra tam 
maravilhosa da Natureza sam tam timidos e pregiçosos!S 

Models trom Antiquity 

The attitudes in Science ran parallel to those in culture in general : 
again we meet either with a fuU acceptance of the new culture, 

1 Sá de Miranda, carta V, stro 34; o.C., p . 120r. See below: "Heitor Pinto". 
2 A. Ferreira, Cartas, liv. 11, n. 4; o.C., vol. 11, p. 145. 
3 A. Ferreira, Odes, livro I, n. 6; o.C., vol. I, p. 127. 
4 Diogo Bernardes, Rimas varias, Flores de Lima. Lisboa 1770, Soneto 

LXXXII, p. 56. 
6 D. Joào de Castro, Roteiro de Goa a Diu (1538). Obras 11, p. 88. The 

"marvellous work of nature" which he would like to be investigated, 
was a formation of basalt columns on the isle of Chaul. 
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or an approval with great reserve, or a total rejection. There were, 
however, differences in comparison with Science, for the ethical 
and literary standards of the writers of Antiquity soon became 
almost generally accepted modeis. This led to some embarrassing 
problems. 

Firstly, there was the conflict between the admiration for 
Antiquity (and contemporary Italy) and the patriotic feelings of 
the Portuguese. 

Secondly, the question arose: which "Antiquity" should be 
followed? There were significant differences between Greece and 
Rome, and within these, between military Sparta and highly 
civilized Athens, or between the ancient Roman republic and the 
Rome of the emperors. 

Thirdly, as admiration for ancient Greece and Rome implied 
the duty of admiring what the Ancients themselves had admired, 
one had to find out what they considered to be the luminous past. 
And this again was far from unambiguous: 

a) The Greek and Latin authors sang the praise of a mythical 
Golden Age, when primitive, uncivilized Man allegedly lived in 
conformity with Nature. 

b) The Latin writers of the heydays of Roman civilization 
glorified the earlier republican period as one of high morals and 
a moderate, rural style of living. This seemed at fust sight 
in compatible with love of letters and fine arts. From the standpoint 
of the 16th century (which found its cultural inspiration in 
Imperial Rome and Renascence Italy) , the literary and artistic 
products of its own rather rustic and uncivilized medieval culture 
smacked of the barbarism of "Goths and Vandals". Thus a new 
difficulty arose, which made a clear-cut choice well-nigh impossible. 

c) When imperial Rome had been chosen as the model, one might 
consider it as an inimitable ideal, but the choice might also go 
together with the conviction that Roman navigation and trade 
are emulated or even surpassed by those of modern Portugal, 
whereas religious superiority could be claimed for catholic Portugal 
over pagan Rome. Choosing imperial Rome, however, implied (as 
said above) its own negation in that the Romans of that period 
themselves looked for their ideals to a more distant past (the 
Golden Age, or the Republic). 

From all these conflicting trends of thought resulted, that, as 
the occasion demanded, the best things were picked from each real 
or ideal model: the simplicity of the Golden Age "without arms", 
the strict morals, austere habits and military valour of the old 
republic (or of medieval Portugal), the great literary, political and 
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military achievements of imperial Rome. We will see that this led 
to such extremes as a boundless glorification of Roman culture 
(F. de Holanda) and a romantic idealization of life without culture 
(Sá de Miranda). 

In the following pages we consider fust the models taken from 
the "Golden Age" and from the agricultural societies of republican 
Rome and medieval Portugal. Next we will see how far 16th century 
Portuguese society feIl short of these standards of comparison. 
The third model, imperial Rome, will be dealt with more elaborately 
in the second part of this essay. 
a. The Golden Age of life according to Nature 

According to Sá de Miranda "our first parents were in a holy 
way rude"; they were innocent as their own lambs; they let 
themselves be ruled by Nature. 

Soon, however, this Golden Age was followed by a Silver one, 
and next came the Iron Age, which brought war. 

Aquelles mayores nossos 
Antigos padres primeiros, 
Eram no começo inteiros, 
Eram sanctamente grossos 
Sem mal como os seus cordeiros ... 
Regidos da natureza . .. 
Foy sem malicia, e sem erro 
A boa idade dourada, 
Seguio logo a prateada 
Nào tardou muito a de ferro 
Que tudo trouxe á espada. l 

The Erasmian anti-war tenet found its support in this primitive 
state: people were contented then with what Nature provided; 
the Heaven was their cover; with their hands they took water 
to drink from the fountains; like J acob they slept on a stone. 

Contente da cobertura 
Tào rica que lhes 0 Céo dava . .. 
Bebiam d'agua com as màos 
Nas fontes inda em velhice.2 

Sá de Miranda, Carta 11 (a Antonio Ferreira), stro 45, 46, 47; Obras, p. 109v. 
Sá de Miranda, Carta 11, stro 61, 62; Obras, p. 1l0vs. Seneca (Epistulae 
morales 90) said that in the Golden Age the earth was not cultivated 
and, consequently, yielded fruit in greater abundance (90,43). Technica.l 
achievements are in his opinion the result of greed and luxuriousness. 

"Believe me, happy was that age in which there was no building" 
(Mihi crede, felix illud saeculum ante architectonas fuit . Ista nata sunt, 
jam nascente luxuria". Ep. 90,9). Nature provided us with what we 
needed. The sight was not impeded by chiselled ceilings, but, lying in 
the open air, the stars passed over them. Na.ture was sufficient to them; 
the water they drank was from clear fountains, not with the help of 
canals, neither by waterconduits, nor tainted by any forced course, but 
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Camoes, who so eloquently praised the military feats of the 
Portuguese in the Indies, could nevertheless understand the 
reservations prevailing with other people. At the departure of 
Vasco da Gama's Heet the "velho do Restelo" denounces the 
vaingloriousness and the spiritual unrest (dura inquietacäo) that 
urge the seafarers, and he deplores the loss of innocence of the 
Golden Age, which he identifies with the paradisical state before 
the Fal!. 

Mas 6 tu, geraçào daquelle insano 
Cujo peccado e desobediencia 
Nào s6mente do reino soberano 
Te pos neste desterro e triste ausencia, 
Mas inda de outro estado mais que humano, 
Da quieta e da simples inocência 
Da idade de ouro tanto te privou, 
Que na de ferro e de armas te deitou; 1 

b 1. Agricultural society 
The glorification of life according to nature was, of course, 

accompanied by a condemnation of the decadence ensuing from 
the development of technology and commerce. The most acceptable 
(or least reprehensible) form of culture then is agri-culture. In the 
countryside man lives closest to Nature, whereas city and court 
life set narrow boundaries to freedom. In this trend of thought 
warfare is a quite honourable occupation, provided it be a just 
war, not for wealth or power but for defending the sacred homestead. 
Roman warriors who alternately handled the plough and the sword 
are the examples to be followed. 

Here again we meet with commonplaces borrowed from Roman 
poets (Vergil) and philosophers (Seneca). Sá de Miranda, who had 
retired from town and court to his countryseat, was the great poet 
of simpIe, rurallife in imitation of the Ancients: when the Ancients 
praised somebody, so he says, they did not mention that he was 
noble or rich, but they called him a good husbandman. 

Quando os antigos alguem 
Louvavào, nào de senhor, 
Nà.o de rico era olouvor, 
Chamarào-Ihe bom lavrador.2 

running freely (Arma cessabant. . . non impedebant caelata laquearia, 
sed in aperto jacentes sidera superlabantur ... et perlucidi fontes, rivique 
non opere, nec fistula, nec ulla coacta itinere obsolefacti, sed sponte 
currentes ... Epist. 90, 43). 
Camêies, Lusiadas, canto IV, 98. 
Sá de Miranda, Carta 11, stro 53; o.c., p. 11 Or. 
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In imitation ofVergil l he praises the happiness ofthe agricultural 
labourers: ifthey only knew what advantages they have! 

Ó vida dos lavradores 
Se elles conhecessem bern, 
As avantagens que têm, 
Aquelles sanctos suores 
Que sanctamente os mantêm.2 

His disciple Ferreira goes even farther in this direction when 
saying something simiIar about the shepherds, who lived still closer 
to nature (and stood lower on the socialladder) than the farmers. 

b2. Ancient Portugal 

Ó bem-aventurados os Pastores, 
Se seus bens conhecessem! 3 

The admiration of life with Nature and without culture, and 
even that of the simple but yet civilized country life far from the 
refinements of town and Court, must have been to a large extent 
just literary topics to the Portuguese of the heydays of the 
Lusitanian empire, precisely as they were so to their models in 
imperial Rome. 

They must have known for certain that the Golden Age of life 
according to Nature (which they hardly wished to exchange for 
their 16th century comforts) was a fiction. 

The idealization of agriculturallife, however, was more convincing, 
as it was not wholly legendary but had also a very realistic meaning 
for a Portuguese of the 16th century. He feIt indeed a kind of 
nostalgia for the rather recent period of feudality, the time of 
simple virtues, when noblemen and their subjects lived together 
from the products of their own land, reconquered and defended 
by the force of their own hand. 

Sá de Miranda nostalgically recollects the time when agricultural 
labour, now considered low and vulgar, was honoured, and when 
the greatest honour the people could bestow on the good kings 
Sancho and Diniz was to call them "farmers". 

A nossa gente que quiz 
Arremedar os louvores 

1 Publius Virgilius Maro, Georgicorum libri quatuor. lib. IT, v. 458 : 0 
fortunatos nimium, sua si bona norint, I agricolas! quibus ipsa, procul 
discordibus armis, I fundit humo facilem victum justissima tellus ("0 too 
happy husbandmen, did they but know their own felicity! to whom the 
earth herself, far from contending arms, most justly pours forth an easy 
sustenance". The Georgicks of Virgil, with an English Translation and 
Notes, by John Martyn, sec. ed . London 1746, p. 239-240. 

2 Sá de Miranda, Carta 11, stro 43; o.c., p. 109v. 
3 António Ferreira, Cartas 1. Il, n. 4; o.c., vol. 2, p. 144. 
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Que agora parecern vijz 
Aos bons Reys Sancho e Diniz 
Chamavào·lhe lavradores.l 
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Antonio Ferreira, too, sings the praise of "that ancient Portugal, 
with its artless minds, its intrepid souis" . 

o Portugal antigo, que louvamos 
De espritos rudes, de animos ousados ... 2 

He praises the kings and captains of that epoch as having been 
guided by a divine spirit. At that time, he says, the only deIight 
of the famous Portuguese was in their armour, their lances, their 
horses; they did not crave for gold and purple; they did not have 
soft beds and bodies; their banquets were not so expensive; their 
life was not so lavish, profane and leisurely; all of them kept almost 
the same tabie. 

Aquela antiga idade, que contemplo 
Dos nossos afamados Portugueses, 
Dos quais erguido vês urn, e outro templo, 
Suas lanças, seus cavalos, seus arnezes 
Por só seus jogos, e delicios tinham ... 
. . . Nem ouro, nem vàs plirpuras cobriam 
Seus leitos, nem seus corpos tào mimosos, 
A fome, e sede pouco lhes pediam 
Nà o eram seus banquetes tào custosos, 
Nem a vida tào larga, e tào profana, 
Nem sabiam viver tào ociosos ... 
19uais de todos quase as mesas eram, 
19ual em todos quase a cortezia.3 

He is reminded also of the time of the fust discoveries : those 
sacred kings spent the spoils from the barbarians on churches and 
fortifications. 

Os despojos, que os Barbaros lhes deram, 
Aqueles sant os R eis, em que os gastavam, 
Se nào nos templos, e torres, que ergueram? 4 

They were tireless, strong in arms, stronger in hands; they could 
bear the snow and the burning sun. 

Incansável, constante, e obediente 
De duras armas, coraçöes maïs duros 
Sofredores da neve, e Sol ardente.5 

Sá de Miranda, Carta 11, stro 54; o.c., p . llOr. 
A. Ferreira, Cartas, livro I, n . 2; o.c., vol. 11, p. 39. 

3 F erreira, Cartas, LIl, n. 3; o.c., Vol. 11, pp. 137, 138. 
4 Ferreira, Cartas LIl, n. 3; o .c., vol. 11, p. 138. 
5 Ferreira, Cartas LIl, n. 3; o.c., vol. 11, p. 138. 
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The predilection for rural life is even temporarily forgotten in 
order to praise the naval feats and the military virtues displayed 
in overseas' warfare, which, represented as a crusade against the 
Islam or as amission to the heathen, becomes a laudable act, 
even in this trend of thought. 

Viu 0 Atlantico mar vitoriosas 
Sempre as frotas Reais indo, e tornando. 
Despois d'Oceano grande as espantosas 
Ondas vencendo, com espanto a Fama 
Mil vit6rias cantava milagrosas.1 

All those virtues of the Portuguese remind him of ancient Sparta: 
Portugal was another Lacedaemonia and ancient Sparta, free from 
any vice that ruins the good. 

Era no mundo agente Lusitana 
Outra Lacedaemonia, e Esparta antiga 
Livre de todo vicio, que os bons dana.2 

Decadenee ot the post-rural period 
It is evident that in these lines the voluptuous present is 

compared unfavourably with the frugal past. Portugal once was 
a Sparta but now it is so no longer. 

There was a parallel between the changes in ancient Rome and 
those in modern Portugal: imperial Rome showed analogy to the 
rapidly expanding Portuguese empire, whereas the ancient Roman 
agricultural society had some resemblance to medieval Portugal 
and to the heroic epoch of the early discoveries. 

According to Joaquim Bensaude, a historian of nautical science 
of note, the death of D. Joao II marked the end of this heroic 
epoch.3 During the reigns of D. Manuel and D. Joao III the worm 
was already gnawing at the roots, in spite of the outward glory 
of a further political and military expansion and cultural 
development. 

This view seems to be corroborated by the trovas collected in 
Garcia de Resende's "Cancioneiro Geral" (printed in 1516). The 
authors, mostly courtiers of D. Joao II (r. 1483-'95) or D. Manuel 
(r. 1495-1521), were not only protagonists ofthe old style of living, 
but also kept to the old forms of poetry. Being mainly interested 
in court life, they expressed their dismay at the rapid change they 
saw during their own lifetime; they were vexed by the extravagance 

1 Ferreira Cartas 1.11, n. 3; o.c., vol. 11, p. 139. 
2 Ferreira, Cartas 1.11, n. 3; o.c., vol. 11, pp. 137-138. 
3 Joaquim Bensaude, L'astronomie nautique au Portugal à l'époque des 

grandes découvertes. Berne 1912, pp. 195-215. 
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and effeminacy of the new fashion of feeding and clothing and the 
import of foreign food and textiles. 

In the "Cancioneiro" Duarte da Gama compared the disorder 
rampant today in Portugal, with the inner decay and decadence 
of Rome af ter it had become a world power by its victory over 
Carthago. This implies, that, as Rome was conquered by the vices 
of the conquered Carthagians, so the Portuguese are weakened by 
those of the refined but effeminate civilization of India. 

A çidade de Cartago 
depois de ser destroyda, 
fez em Rroma moor estrago 
que antes de ser perdida. 
Os Rromäos, desque vençeram, 
foram dos viçyos vençydos 
e seus louvores creçidos 
pereçeram.1 

Uneasiness about the decadence accompanying the flourish of 
culture in Portugallike in Rome, remained. Some decades afterwards 
Ferreira, when depicting the heroic times of the discoveries, wished 
that Lisbon (so of ten called a second Rome; nova Roma) might 
not turn into a Capua. 

Näo se nos torne Capua Lisboa. 2 

Long before him, Duarte da Gama had made an even more 
explicit appeal to return to the ancient virtues of the ancestors 
before it would be too late because the newly acquired vices had 
be co me innate. 

Assy por nam pereçerem 
os tam antiguos louvores, 
dos nossos predeçessores, 
convém de nos rreprenderem 
Dos vyçios e da torpeza, 
em que queremos vyver, 
antes de sse converter 
em natureza.3 

Garcia de Resende (ca 1470-1536), who had been secretary to 
D. Joào 1I, recorded his own reminiscences in his "Miscellanies" . 
These give a faithful image of the transition taking pI ace from the 
reign of D. Joào 1I, via that of D. Manuel, to the beginning of 

1 Garcia de Resende, Cancioneiro Geral (1516); Trovas que fez Duarte da 
Gama aos desordens que aguora se costumam em Portugal. In: Cancioneiro 
Geral, ed. E. H. von Kausler, Stuttgart 1848, vol. Il, 514. 

2 A . Ferreira, Cartas livro Il, n . 3; A Luis Gonçalves de Cämara, Mestre 
de El-Rei D. Sebastiäo; o.c., vol. Il, p. 140. 

3 Cancioneiro Geral, ibid. 
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that of D. Joäo lIl. With a certain resignation Resende saw first 
wealth grow 1 and next decadence, manifested in foppish clothes, 
follow. 

Agora veernos capinhas, 
muito curtos pellotinhos, 
golpinhos e çapatinhos, ... 2 

The new wealth, the more refined manners, the greater learning 
and the new fashion in clothing went together with an engrossment 
in trade. 

Depois forà tam polidos, 
tam ricos, tam attilados, 
tam doces, e tam lucidos, 
e tam cheos d'esmaltados, 
cabelleiras, e tingidos 
e em gastar desordenados, 
e tantos trajos mudados, 
tanto mudar de viver, 
tanto tractar, revolver, 
tanto ser negociados.3 

In the "Cancioneiro" AIvares de Brito Pestana complained about 
the general hunt for fat jobs in which quite a few middIe class 
people ascended on the social ladder and sometimes even were 
incorporated into the nobility: the artisans have changed their 
customs, the three classes are confounded, because all wear the 
same extravagant clothes. 

Por trajos demasiados, 
em que todos sam jgoaes 
sam confusos os tres estados, 
alterados mesteyraes 
em seus usos.4 

The maritime enterprises attracted a great many people to 
Lisbon, either in order to become incorporated into the Royal Court, 
or to get an advantageous position in the army or the administration 
over sea. Not only the nob les left the countryside, also the common 
people, peasants and fishermen, Hocked to the capital to enIist as 

1 Garcia de Resende, Miscellanea e variedade de historias, costumes, casos, 
e cousas que em seu tempo aconteceram (1554); stro 176; ed. Mendes 
dos Remedios, Coimbra 1917, p. 62. 

2 Garcia de Resende, Miscellanea; stro 178; o.c., p. 63. De granadis, de 
africanos, / de andaluzes, castelhanos / era portugall 0 cume; / agora por 
maG costume / se perdeo em poucos anos (str. 176). 

3 Garcia de Resende, Miscellanea, stro 228; o.c., p. 80. 
4 Garcia de Resende, Cancioneiro Geral. Alvaro de Brito Pestana a Luis 

Fogaço; ed. Kausler, vol. I, p. 195. 
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soldiers or saHors or, in the case of the more educated, to become 
lower officials. 

Gil Vicente described (1526) this general trend to abandon the 
fields in order to enter somehow into the royal service and the 
ensuing shortage of corn in ironical terms in his "Farsa dos 
almocreves" (muleteers; carters). This country is sa rich in cam 
because the peasants make their sans courtiers, sa that soon we 
will have na villagers at all, as all people will be "the King's" . 

Boa foi logo ca a vinda 
Assi que até os pastores 
hào de ser d'elRei samica! 
Por isso esta terra he rica 
de pào, porque os lavradores 
fazem os filhos paçàos. 
Cedo nào ha de haver villàos: 
todos d'EIRei, todos d'ElRei.1 

In fact, however, as Damiào de GOls (1502-1574) wrote in 1544, 
since same decades the Hollanders had to bring wheat from Prussia 
into Portugal. 

Concedamus Galliam mittere frumentum (quamquam id raro contingat) 
cum potius id Germaniae orientali debeatur, cuius frumentum navibus 
Batavorum ad littoralem Hispaniam, eamque oceano attiguam sub
vehitur, hi enim invectitia annona ab hinc annis 25. plus minus usi sunt.2 

Lisbon grew at a rapid pace in number of inhabitants, in 
magnificent buildings and in strength (Garcia de Resende). 

Lixboa vijmos crescer 
em povos, e em grandeza 
e muito se nobrescer 
em edificios, riqueza 
em armas, e em poder.8 

Of course, this could only happen at the cast of the countryside. 
As Sá de Miranda put it: "under the smell of cinnamon, Lisbon 
depopulates the kingdom". This is in his opinion the real danger 
to Portugal, much more than any menace from abroad. 

Nào me temo de CastelIa, 
Donde inda guerra nào soa: 
Mas temo-me de Lisboa, 

1 Gil Vicente, Farsa dos Almocreves. Obras Completas, ed. Marques Braga, 
vol. V, Lisboa 1944, p . 346. 

2 Damianus a Goes, Pro Hispania adversus Munsterum defensio [1544]. 
In: Petri Martyri, de Rebus Oceanicis et N ovo Orbe decades tres . . . 
et item Damiani a Goes, De Rebus Aethiopicis, Indicis, Lusitanicis et 
Hispanicis, Opuscula quaedam historica. Coloniae 1574, p. 644. 

8 Garcia de Resende, Miscellanea, stro 187; o.c., p. 66. 
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Que ao cheiro desta canela 
o reino nos despovoa.1 

A similar complaint was raised by the "velho do Restelo" in 
Camöes' "Lusiadas" : "the old Reign is depopulated, weakens itself 
and runs to its destruction". By seeking for enemies far away, we 
raise them at the door. 

Deixas criar ás portas 0 inimigo 
Por ires buscar outro de tao longe, 
Por quem se despovoe 0 Reino antigo, 
Se enfraqueça e se vá deitando a longe? 2 

According to Sá de Miranda, initially poverty could conquer the 
winds and the sea and "nature almost" (the latter claim seems 
to Sá verging on sinful pride); at present, however, he is afraid 
that wealth captivates the Portuguese: 

Fez no começo a pobreza 
Vencer os ventes, e 0 mar, 
Vencer quasi a natureza; 
Medo ey de novo á riqueza, 
Que nos venha a cativar.3 

For many people Lisbon was but an intermediate stage. The 
hope of quickly gained wealth and status lured them away from 
the capital to the colonies, which meant depopulation in an even 
more serious way than the mere displacement from the country 
to the tOWll. And the high mortality on ships and in the tropics 
meant an irreparable loss of manpower. Garcia de Resende tells 
that in his lifetime he saw the Portuguese peopling Brasil and 
the islands and going to live in the Indies. 

Vijmos muyto espalhar 
portugueses no viver, 
brasil, ilhas povoar, 
e aás Indias yr morar, 
natureza lhes squeecer: 4 

This drainage of people by the maritime and colonial enterprises 
was more or less compensated by a large immigration of coloured 
people. Like in ancient Athens, slaves performed most manual work 
for the weU-to-do. Garcia de Resende was af raid that they would 
become more numero us than the indigenous, who show a diminution 
in number. 

1 Sá de Miranda, Carta 11, stro 3. A Antonio Ferreira, Senhor do Basto. 
2 L. de Camöes, Os Lusiadas, canto IV, stro 101. 
3 Sá de Miranda, Carta 11, stro 8. 
4 Garcia de Resende, Miscellanea, stro 189; o.c., p. 67. 
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... veemos no reyno metter 
tantos captivos crescer, 
e yremse hos naturaes, 
que se assi for, seram mais 
elles que nós, a meu veer.1 

35 

The desolation of the old-fashioned nobleman who stayed on 
the land spoke loudest perhaps with Sá de Miranda. Like all critics 
of the new trend in urban and court life, he contrasted the moral 
decay in the town, on the ships and in the colonies, with the now 
underestimated life of the country squire and the villager. In his 
disappointment about Lisbon and the Court, he had retired to his 
countryseat to find bucolic peace. To him the mariners are no 
romantic heroes but just lazy, empty-headed people, who climb 
like monkeys in the cordage of the ship and deprecate life. 

Os marinheiros vadios 
Que vilmente a vida apreçào 
Polas xarcias dos navios, 
o que sào senào bogios? 2 

When he then praises "that holy sweat, that holily keeps them 
alive", he is contrasting the diligent country people with the 
good-for-nothing mariners. 

Aquelles sanctos suores 
Que sanctamente os mantêm.3 

With nostalgia he remembers the good old days; he complains 
that everything has changed, that he saw wolves in the villages 
(as the nobility was not there to perform its duty of protecting 
the villagers by hunting those animaIs). 

1 Garcia de Resende, ibid. 
Sá de Miranda, Carta H, stro 78; Obras, p. 111 vs. 
Sá de Miranda, Carta H, stro 43; Obras, p. 109 vs. No better support for 
those Portuguese who grumbled about the decay of agriculture and the 
thirst for adventure than the Iines wherein Virgil, af ter having praised 
the farmers who happily live from the products of their land (Georgics, 
lib. H, IJ. 458-460), contrasts with them the seafarers, who venture their 
life on the waves, go into war, attach themselves to courts and abandon 
their country. "Happyalso is he, who has known the ruml gods ... he 
has plucked the fruits of the branches, which his willing fields have borne 
of their own free will ... Others vex with oars unknown seas, dash upon 
the sword and penetrate into courts and palaces of kings . . . for exile 
they change their habitations and dear homes and seek a country Iying 
under an aJien sun". (Fortunatos et iJle, deos qui novit agrestes / ... quos 
rami fructus, quos ipsa volentia rura / sponte tulere sua, carpsit, nec 
ferrea iura / insanumque forum aut populi tabularia vidit. / sollicitant alii 
remis freta caeca, ruuntque / in ferrum, penetrant aulas et limina regum ... 
exsiJioque domos et dulcia limina mutant / atque alio patriam quaerunt 
sub sole iacentem. Virgilius, Georg. H, IJ. 493, 500-504, 511-512). 
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Quanto vi tudo hé mudado, 
Quando me acolhi ao monte, 
Por meus vezinhos defronte, 
Vi lobos no povoado ... 1 

In France, however, according to Sá, people still live in the old 
way; there the ferrier goes to his smithy and the shoemaker IS 

"chewing the leather" at the fust crowing of the cock. 

Inda oje vemos que em França 
Vivem nisto mais á antiga ... 
Ascende á fragoa 0 ferreiro 
Ao tempo que 0 gala canta; 
Morde 0 couro 0 çapateiro, ... 2 

The allusion to France was well-founded. Firstly, France had a 
much larger population and much less significant colonial enterprises. 
Secondly, the nobility in France was more inclined to reside on 
their estates. When now and again they went to Paris, this was, 
as one ofthem, the huguenot agriculturist Olivier de Serres, pointed 
out (1605), only to fulfil their duties to the king and to arrange 
their affairs. As a rule, however, they were at home, looking af ter 
their fields, orchards, castIe and fishponds and hunting and hawking. 

ç' a esté de tout temps l'honneur de la Noblesse Françoise que d'habiter 
aux champs, n'allans aux Villes que pour Ie service au Roy, ou pour 
pourvoir à leurs affaires pressées.3 

Moreover, there were strict laws forbidding the nob les to meddle 
with things so plebeian as business and commerce. 4 So it is 
understandable that Sá de Miranda looked to France with some 
envy, as "the old way of life", which was on the wane in Portugal, 
still was in vigour there. 

Of course, reality in France was not so rosy as Sá and Serres 
would make us believe. According to an agricultural writer 
belonging to a lower class, the huguenot potter Bernard Palissy 
(1564), many noblemen amused themselves and squandered their 
money in town and at the Court. They may not have been in 
commerce, but they of ten were absentee landlords, just like their 
Portuguese counterparts. 

Plusieurs mangent leurs revenus à la suite de la Cour en bravades, 
despences superf1ues, tant en accoustrement qu'autres choses : il leur 
seroit plus utile de manger des oignons avec leurs tenanciers et les 

1 Sá de Miranda, Carta lIl, stro 38. A Mem de Sá. Obras, p. 114r. 
2 Sá de Miranda, Carta II, stro 57, 58; Obras, p . 1l0r. 
3 Olivier de Serres, Sr du Pradel, Le Théätre d'Agriculture et mesnage des 

champs, l.VIII Conclusion. Lyon 1675, p. 876. 
4 Cf. Natalie Z. Davis, JHI 21 (1960), pp. 25-26. 
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instruire à bien vivre .. . planter, édifier ... et en temps requis, et 
nécessaire, se tenir prests à faire service à son Prince.1 

The change in Portugal's social life was closely connected with 
a change of its basic economy: colonial trade instead of agriculture. 
All attention was concentrated on the overseas enterprises. As 
Antonio Ferreira put it: th at great New Street, known over the 
whole world, what el se does it talk about than gain or loss of ships ? 

Aquela grà rua nova conhecida 
Por todo Mundo, que outra cousa conta 
senào da náo ganhada, ou náo perdida? 2 

If Lisbon's attraction caused a shortage of agriculturallabourers 
in the countryside, so the exodus via Lisbon to Africa, Asia and 
Brazil caused a shortage of artisans in town. The Flemish humanist 
Nicholas Cleynaerts, who worked for several years in Portugal, 
pointed out (1535) the great neglect of agriculture in Portugal, 
which he considered to be more serious than anywhere else. But 
he had still another complaint: if there had not been so many 
foreigners and "our [Flemish] countrymen" to exercize the 
me chani cal arts, it would have been very difficult to find a 
shoemaker or a barber. 

" Quod nis i externorum et nostratium turba mechanicas istas artes hic 
exerceret, puto, aegre vel calcearium, vel tonsorem haberemus" .3 

In the long run this must have had fatal consequences for the 
maritime crafts and trades as weIl. Some decades later Diogo 
de Couto complained about a lack of skilled mariners, pilots, gUIUlers 
and calkers, of whom there had been enough in better times.4 

The acceptance ot trade 

As trade became one of the fastest means of getting rich or 
famous, the nobility forgot its ancient prejudices against such a 
sordid occupation. Because of his monopoly of oriental trade even 
the King himself was in a certain sense turned into a merchant 

1 Bernard Palissy, Récepte véritable [La Rochelle 1564]. Oeuvres de 
B. Palissy, éd. Anatole France, Paris 1880, p . 116. 

2 António Ferreira, Poemas lusitanos, Cartas lib. I , n . 10; o.c., vol. 11, p . 89. 
3 A. Roersch, Correspondance de Nicolas Clénard, T. I, Bruxelles 1940, 

p. 52; Clenardus to J. Latomus. 26 March 1535, from Evora. 
4 " ••• naciam . .. polas praias marinheiros, mestres, pilotos, bombardeiros, 

calafates, de que hoje tudo falece". Diogo do Couto, 0 soldado prático, 
P. 11, cena 11 ; ed. M. Rodrigues Lapa, 2 ed. Lisboa 1954, p. 149. Diogo 
do Couto (1542-1616), who wrote this work in the time of D. Sebastiào, 
compares again Portugal with Rome, but not with the empire in its glory 
but in its decline (o.c., p. 150). 
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and many of his servants did not hesitate to get their (of ten illegal) 
share. 

To people with a humanistic education it was convenient, then, 
to have some quotations from a classical author to back up their 
behaviour. Plato and Aristotle had scorned commercial activities 
of a freeborn citizen,l but fortunately the al most canonized Cicero 
turned out to be quite useful. In "de Officiis", which had been 
translated into Portuguese by the Infante D. Pedro (ca 1438), he 
said that "trade, if it is on a small scale, is to be considered vulgar, 
but if it is wholesale, it is not to be disparaged". In his opinion it 
even seems to deserve the highest respect if, the fortune being 
made, one makes one's way from the port to a country estate. 
Evidently, commerce should be the stepping-stone to become a 
landed proprietor, for, as he said, "of all occupations by which 
gain is secured, none is better than agriculture. .. none more 
becoming a free man". 

E mereadoria, se é pequena, deve ser eontada eom os torpes ganhos .. . 
e se é grande e abondosa ... nào deve ser doestada . . . De todas as 
obras de que se pode haver algum ganho, nào há outra melhor que é 
agrieultura .. . nem ha outra mais doee nem mais perteneente para 0 

homem livre.2 

It seems that this had been taken to heart by some members 
of the nobility. Gaspar Nicolas, who wrote an Arithmetic in 1519, 
dedicated this book to the Count of Tentugal. He referred to the 
fact that the Count had shown personal interest in calculations. 

The contents of the book show that this interest was not purely 
scientific. Plato had made a distinction between arithmetic, i.e. 
the theory of numbers (which was quite fit for a gentleman), and 
calculation, practical reckoning, which was for the use of merchants 
and landmeters and which he regarded as absolutely unfit for a 
free citizen. Gaspar Nicolas, however, unblushingly told his 
aristocratic protector that the growing colonial trade and the 
increasing number of merchants created the need of a book of 
practical arithmetic and that he wished to fulfil this demand . 

. . . a arte pratiea darismetiea... muy neeessaria nestes reynos e 
senhorios de portugual por bern de em elles fioreçerem os tratos das 
mereadarias da india e persia e arabia e thyopia e outras partes ... 
e os tratadores multipliearem nos dy tos Reynos, me moveo ha fazer 
e eompor este breve tratado de Arismetyea por estylo muy claro .. . 3 

Plato, Laws XI, 918-920. Aristotle, Polities I, iii, 23-iv, 1-3. 
Marco Tullio Cieeram, Livro dos Ofieios, 0 qual tornava em linguagem 0 

Ifante D. Pedro, livro I, par. 58 ; ed. J . M. Piel, Coimbra 1948, p. 89. 
3 Gaspar Nyeolas, Tratado da pratiea Darismetyea, [Lisboa] 1519; Prologo. 

(ed. faes . L . de Albuquerque, Porto 1963). 
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The contents of the book give sufficient evidence that this is 
true. It is based on the Arithmetic of the Italian mathematician 
Luca Pacioli, but many practical examples are taken from the 
Portuguese trade of spices,l the buying and selling of pepper 2 as 
weIl as of the caravelas that fetched it,3 and even the ransom of 
captives of the Moors.4 The "cheiro da canela" (the smeU of 
cinnamon) perfumes its pages so much that it certainly is no 
Arithmetic in the lofty, platonic sense. 

Following the example of the ItaIian patricians of Florence and 
Venice, the Portuguese nob les recognized the acceptabiIity of 
commercial activities and even concentrated on them. One of the 
poets of the Cancioneiro Geral (Joao Roiz de Castelbranco) 
complained that all their thought was engrossed in gain by 
merchandizing. 

Toda nossa fantesya 
estaa posta em folguar, 
e ás vezes em ganhar 
em qualquer mercadoria.5 

Mercantile activity, said Garcia de Resende, which formerly was 
not the custom, and which was considered low and vulgar, now 
has turned into something lofty; it brought gain to many people 
and it cost goods and lives to many others; with the many ships 
lost, however, much honour was won . 

. . . e mercadoria 
dantes non se costumou. 
por baixesa se avia, 
em alteza se tornou : 
a muitos aprovectou, 
a outros muytos custou 
has fazendas, e as vidas: 
com muitas naos là perdidas 
muita honra se ganhou.6 

Thus spoke a nobleman, perhaps not wholeheartedly, as he 
belonged to the old school. 

The apothecary Tomé Pires, in his "Suma Oriental" (written 
1512-'15) was certainly positively incIined towards commercial 
activities. He wrote that trade ennobles Kingdoms and makes 
their people great, and he pretended that "the scholars of Athens 

1 Gaspar Nycolas, o.c., p. 38r, 45v. 
2 Gaspar Nycolas, o.c., p. 46r, v. 
3 Gaspar Nycolas, o.c., p. 56r. 
4 Gaspar Nycolas, o.c., p. 61r. 
S Garcia de Resende, Cancioneiro Geral. Joham Rroiz de Castell-branco a 

Antam d'Affonsseca; o.c., vol. 11, p. 299. 
6 Garcia de Resende, Miscellanea, stro 122; o.c., p. 44. 
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used to praise trade as a wonderful thing", and nowadays 
"particularly in these parts it is held in such high esteem that the 
great lords here do not do anything else but trade".l 

Frei Luis de Sousa (1555-1632), the historian of the Dominican 
Order, finally, tells that the nobles of Viana do Castelo are engaged 
in trade "in the manner of Venice and Genoa". He recognizes that 
this is not the case in most parts of Portugal, where they praise 
them but cannot follow them, because of lack of ability. 

"Todos os nobres exercitam a mercancia a uso de Veneza e Gen6va, 
contra 0 costume das mais partes de Portugal, que os louvam e nào 
os seguem, invejam a felicidade e bons sucessos do trato e nào sabem 
imitar a industria" .2 

Evidently, the new social code had become generally accepted 
in his time (1619). 

The common people, too, were involved in this change. Frei Luis 
relates how Viana do Castelo had grown by its navigation and 
trade with the Northern countries and the ultramarine territories, 
especially Brazil. Great riches are brought to the whole population 
by means of the 70 ships it now possesses for overseas trade. Half 
a century ago it had 80 boats belonging to the indigenous fishermen 
- people who were contented with earning just their daily bread 
by fishing along the coasts - but today none is left, as all fishermen 
gladly abandoned the poverty of their nets and the security of 
their shores, for the hopes and dangers of the high sea. 

" ... havendo oitenta barcas de pescadores naturais, cinquenta anos 
atrás, que se contentavam com 0 pào de cada dia, ganhado com pouco 
suor nas pescarias de perto e ao longo da costa. Hoje nào há nenhuma, 
deixando todos animosamente a pobreza das redes e a segurança das 
praias, polas esperanças e perigos do alto.3 

This picture of Viana do Castelo is written in a laudatory tone; 
the diligence of the inhabitants is highly praised; they are sturdy 
workers, able, intelligent, cooperative, frugal in their habits and 
tastes, and courageous. But all this is considered as exceptional, 
for the other Portuguese are jealous of their success in trade, but 
unable to imitate their industry.4 

1 Tomé Pires, Suma Oriental, pref. fol. 11 7v. In: A. Cortesào, The Suma 
Oriental of Tomé Pires . . . and the Book of Francisco Rodrigues. London 
1944, I, p. 4. 

2 Frei Luis de Sousa, Vida de Dom Frei Bartolemeu dos Mártires, livro I, 
c. 26. Ed. A. Reis Machado, Lisboa 1946, vol. I, p. 160. 

3 Frei Luis de Sousa, o.c., p . 158. 
4 Frei Luis de Sousa, o.c., p. 160. 
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One might wonder why at least part of the humanists managed 
to adapt themselves to the new social ethics which deviated so 
much from that of the great teachers Plato, Aristotle, Cicero and 
Seneca. Humanists, however, though they claimed to encourage 
people to return to the ways of Antiquity, in fact of ten did the 
opposite, while adapting their image of Antiquity so that it might 
justify the concrete reality of the present. Plato's and Aristotle's 
contempt of commerce and mechanical labour then was ignored 
and some ancient example of favourable comment on trades and 
commerce was selected from the vast and multifarious literature 
of the Greeks and Romans. 

One of the differences between the Renaissance situation and 
that of Antiquity was that to the Renaissance scholar all ancient 
authors seemed venerabIe, not only the philosophers but also the 
engineers and sculptors, however strongly the social discrepancy 
between those groups was feIt by the Ancients themselves. Vitruvius' 
and Pappus' defence of engineering could be used to enhance the 
dignity of this (their) occupation, no less worthy of being imitated 
at present than the Ciceronian style of writing. The fact that the 
great mathematician Hippocrates of Chios had been a merchant 
was used as a credit to trading. Similarly, by selecting the fitting 
aspect from Archimedes' activities, the Syracusan mathematician 
could be presented as a supporter of practical-mechanical 
appiications of mathematics, but also as an example of the true 
scholar who despised them. Consequently, by several artifices 
(selection of a particular epoch of Antiquity as being "before decay 
set in" or "when culture was at its summit"; or selection of the 
right ancient author) it was possible to use the authority of the 
Ancients for widely divergent and even opposite purposes. All 
humanists might still consider Antiquity as the standard of living 
weIl, yet many of them did not reaIly demand society to let itself 
be moulded by it, but only to let itself be justified by it. 

Thus, as of ten happens, the bleak life of the present was not 
transformed into the ideal, but the ideal assumed to a large extent 
the shape of the present reality in its new and sometimes glorious 
aspects. 

Evidently, Frei LUIS had accepted the new way of life, which 
had brought prosperity to his environment. On the other hand, 
Garcia de Resende, who, several decades earlier, had already stated 
the disappearance of fishermen, had done so in a much sadder 
vein, whereas he regretted besides that the more aristocratie 
occupation of hawking was in a sorry state. 
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II 

THE NEW ROME 

Imperial Rome and Portugal 
The contrasting of Nature to Culture, based on the idealisation 

of the Golden Age of primitive Man, was a merely literary topic, 
borrowed from the AncÏents. 

Similarly, the more historical contrast between the agricultural 
and a more sophisticated society - though having more realistic 
contents when applied to the own Portuguese past and present
was to a large extent also a projection of idealized Roman modeIs. 

These "topoi" glorifying rude and simple life were so readily 
accepted because they were part of the literary fashion of the 
highly admired Roman culture. Paradoxically enough, then, the 
accusation of moral inferiority in comparison with the own recent 
past and the ancient Roman republic, went together with a feeling 
of cultural inferiority with respect to imperial Rome and the last 
period of republican Rome, a feeling which resulted from the 
comparison of the own "barbarian" and "gothic" culture (old
fashioned and rural, or new-fashioned and commercial) with that 
of classicalliterature, architecture, law, etc. 

In certain respects the comparison of the Portuguese present 
with Imperial Rome was made with mixed feelings, much more 
so than that with the Roman republic. The Portuguese present 
had its vices, the Roman Empire had them too. Portugal had 
grown wealthy and powerful and decadence had crept in, and the 
Portuguese who looked back at Rome as the great luminous example 
could not help seeing there, too, that the more power and wealth 
had increased, the more decaden ce had set in. So their mind was 
divided in itself and those who reflected on the lessons of history 
feIt pride in Portugal imitating Rome in its glorious culture as 
weIl as shame about their country following Rome also in its moral 
decay, avarice and arrogance. 

There was hope, however, that the Portuguese empire would 
have not only vioos but also virtues in common with Rome. As 
to the fine arts, literature, historiography and, in certain respects, 
perhaps also the sciences, the staunchest humanists may have 
maintained Rome's superiority over Portugal, but their real desire 
was not a return to rural simplicity but to emulate Roman 
architecture and literature in the long run. 
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The praise bestowed by Sá de Miranda and Ferreira up on ancient 
Portugal referred only to morals, valour and style of living of the 
previous generations, which were believed to resembIe that of 
Sparta and early Rome. But with the humanists at any rate, this 
did not imply any sympathy with the architecture and even less 
with the Iiterature of the past generations of their own country. 
In literature as weIl as in architecture the "Roman" or ltalian 
style became the fashion. António Ferreira said that he would not 
blindly follow the customs (of the old generation) : seeing the bright 
light of Tuscany, he "leaves old Spain to the people". 

Eu por cego costlUDe nào me movo: 
Vejo vir claro llUDe de Toscana, 
Nesta arço; a antiga Espanha deixo ao povo.1 

As to emulation of Rome in the field of poetry António Ferreira 
had higher hope than Damiào de Gois and Luis de Camoes had 
expressed for historiography.2 When praising Sá de Miranda for 
having opened a new world, Ferreira did not mean that the latter 
had sung about the newly discovered geographical world of the 
Portuguese, but that he had introduced the superior style of the 
Roman and ltalian poets into Portuguese literature. 

Navo Mundo, bom Sá, nos foste abrindo 
Com tua vida, e com teu doce canto ... 
Tu as fontes abriste, os Céus aclaras, 
Ás estrelas dás luz, ... 3 

Ferreira was proud of the introduction of this new poetic style 
in Portugal. He highly praised the Golden Age of life according 
to Nature and "without arms", but also greatly admired "ancient 
Portugal", with its "artIess spirits, its intrepid souIs" : 

o Portugal antigo que louvamos 
De espritos rudes, de animos ousados ... 4 

1 A. Ferreira, Cartas, l.Il, n. 10; o.c., vol. Il, p. 177. The disapproval of 
the "people" was another commonplace in Renaissance literature, of ten 
with reference to Horace's "odi profanlUD vulgus". Cf. A. Ferreira, Odes, 
livro I , n . I: "Fuja daqui 0 odioso / Profano vulgo ... " (Poernas lusitanos, 
vol. I, p. 115); " . .. fuge 0 povo, e màos profanas", Sonetos, 1. I, n. I; 
o.c., vol. I, p. 3. 

2 The Portuguese historians had it both ways in the conflict "ancients and 
moderns" when praising the feats of the Portuguese as surpassing those 
of the Ancients, but at the same time acknowledging that they cannot 
describe them so wel! as the historians of Antiquity (Thucydides, 
Livy, etc.) would have done. Francisco da Holanda, who claimed to be 
the fust in Spain and Portugal to write on painting, made arestriction: 
he only claimed to write "almost like one of the Ancients, who much 
better wrote about it". Diálogos de Roma, dial. IV, conclusào; o.c., p. 120. 

3 A. Ferreira, Cartas, 1. Il, n. 9; o.c., vol. Il, p . 166. 
4 A. Ferreira, Cartas, 1. I, n. 2; o.c., vol. Il, p . 39. 
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But he immediately added that now other times had come and 
that arts and sciences appeared as "more secure guides of our 
mind" and that experience grows with time. 

J á outros t empos, outros cIaros dias 
Nos nasceram : entrou arte, e ciência 
De nosso esprito mais seguras guias. 
Cresce com 0 t empo mais a experiência.1 

The old kingdom, so he said, had character and valour, but now 
we have "sound letters" (sàs letras) as weIl as valour, and both 
are, as in Rome, solid pillars of the empire. That is, the ideal of 
the good old time, frugal but uncivilized, was occasionally exchanged 
for that of the glorious world empire of Rome, which -like modern 
Portugal- was supported by the arts and sciences in times of peace 
and by military strength in war time. 

D'armas em just a guerra armada vinha 
De letras em boa paz : e assim igualmente 
D'ambos sempre ajudada se sostinha.2 

In this period of transition from "ancient" to "modern", in spite 
of some misgivings, expectations rose from distant imitation, via 
emulation, to self-confident surpassing of the ancient modeis. 
Ferreira expected modern Portugal to become imperial Rome's 
equal in military power, arts, science and literature. And hls 
contemporary, the painter Francisco da Holanda, though more 
pessimistic about the present state of his country, nevertheless 
hoped that he might raise Portuguese painting from the Flemish 
to the Italian style, and architecture from the Manueline style to 
that of the Italian Renaissance. 

The laicization ot culture 
Humanism was a lay culture and, consequently, humanists tried 

to persuade in particular the nobility (that is the military class) 
and the wealthy burghers to devote themselves to the study of 
letters. In this respect the situation was not quite what they 
wished it to beo 

André de Resende (1534) complained that "nobIe and free men 
and those who are outstanding in wealth and fame" of ten despise 
the liberal arts and thus remain ignorant. He implored the young 
men of noble birth not to follow these people in their error, and 
he asked the learned to help them not to stay behlnd when the 
whole of Europe was reviving and striving af ter the felicity of 

1 A. Ferreira, l.c., p . 40. 
A. Ferreira, l.c., p. 40; cf. p . 39. 
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Antiquity: not only Italy, but also France, England, Germany, 
Spain and the formerly barbarous Poland (Sarmatia), which are 
now competing with her. "However, these nations surpass us, not 
by their genius ... but only by their care for and perseverance in 
studies". The languages and letters Resende wanted his compatriots 
to study are those of Rome and Greece, for, in particular without 
the latter, no serious learning (doctrina) can be claimed. 1 To those 
conservatives who deem the study of Greek superfluous, Resende 
quoted the examples of Roman authors (Hieronymus, Horatius, 
Cato) who assiduously studied this language.2 

In this admonition the Roman example is not explicitly connected 
with the Roman empire, but when in 1547 Arnaud Fabricius takes up 
the theme of "arms and letters", the comparison becomes almost 
inevitable. In his address at the opening of the academic year at 
the Colégio das Artes in Coimbra he says that letters do not 
effeminate the minds of the young and that they do not make 
them unfit for warfare. This is then demonstrated by the example 
of the Greeks and Romans, "who subjected the world by arms": 
yet, "their greatest captains were also extremely weIl versed in 
letters". 

Occurrit hoc loco quorundam opinio, qui juvenum animos effoeminari, 
timidos, minusque ad res bellicas idoneos fieri litterarum studio 
existimant: quam pluribus verbis confutarem, nisi cum per se satis 
esset infirma, turn Graecorum, atque Romanorum, qui orbem terrarum 
armis subegerunt, exemplo convulsa jaceret: apud quos quicunque 
extiterunt belli gloria duces maximi, idem litterarum peritissimi fuere. 3 

A similar plea was soon extended from Latin (and Greek) to 
Portuguese letters. The rise of the burgher class as weIl as the 
increase of the reading public af ter the invention of the art of 
printing, had furthered the use of the Portuguese language in 
scholarly and semi-popular works. Latin was the language of the 
clerics, but the voyages of discovery created the necessity of making 
the natural history of Africa, Asia and Brasil and the stories of 
the maritime and military feats of the Portuguese accessible to a 
much wider circle of readers. Here the burguesia and the nobility 
had a common interest and, consequently, authors like Joào 

1 André de Resende, Oratio pro rostris pronunciata in Olisiponensi academia, 
calend. Octobrib. 1534, Olisipone, 1534, fol. IVvs-Vr. A facs . ed. in: 
Oraçào de Sapiência, introd. A. Moreira de Sá, Lisboa 1956; modern 
transcription, o.c., pp. 38-39. 

2 André de Resende, o.c., a V; ed. A. Moreira de Sá, pp. 40--41. 
3 Arnoldus Fabricius Aquitanus, De Liberalium Artium Studiis oratio Conim

bricae habita in Gymnasio regio pridie quam ludus aperiretur IX Cal. 
Martis M.D .xLVII. Conimbriae 1548. In : Quatro Oraçöes Latinas, ed. L. de 
Matos, Coimbra 1937, p. 17. 
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de Barros and Garcia de Orta wrote their works not in the fust 
place for the clerics. 

The laicization of culture fitted in with humanist ideals, but this 
was not the only reason why the vernacular became acceptable 
to many humanists in Italy, France and Castilia. Humanists had 
initially advocated the restoration of literature to the level of the 
ancient Roman authors by writing their pure Latin and by imitating 
the style ofthe greatest ofthe past. Now it gradually dawned up on 
many of them that imitation of the Ancients need not imply writing 
in the same tongue. The ideal of imitation in every respect could 
easily be given a twist in favour of writing in the vernacular. 
There was an inner logic in this development: the Ancients wrote 
in their own language, so we should imitate them by writing in our 
own language; the Ancients, in the course of their history, brought 
their language from a state of rusticity to the refined form we 
now admire, so we should raise our native uncouth and rustic 
language to a vehicle of polite literature. In this way, too, we 
are following their example, though not by using their language 
but by bringing our own tongue to the level of perfection of theirs. 
Moreover, in this way national dignity could be combined with 
reverence for Antiquity. 

António Ferreira was one of the most eloquent advocates of the 
use of Portuguese instead of Latin or Castilian. God gave us minds; 
we still want only models (mestre) and practice (USO).1 In a poem 
to Pero Andrade Caminha (who used to write in Castilian), he 
praised his friend because in him the Muses had "renewed 
Antiquity", but he added that in ancient times all writers gloried 
most in honouring their own language.2 We should follow the 
example of the Greeks and Romans and ameliorate the style of 
Portuguese writing by using it in a better way than has been 
done up till now. 

Se téqui esteve baixa, e sem louvor, 
Culpa é dos que a mal exercitaram: 3 

With Luis de Camoes the encouragement ofnobles (military men) 
to partake in cultural activities was founded upon the comparison 
of Portuguese captains with those of the Ancients, the former 
being excellent warriors but without culture, whereas the latter 
cultivated the hum ani ties besides the military arts. Whereas 
Fabricius wanted the fidalgos to cultivate classic al languages 

1 Antonio Ferreira, Poemaslusitanos. Cartas, livro 1I, n. 10; o.C ., 1I, p. 178. 
2 Antonio Ferreira, Cartas, livro I, n. 3; o.C., vol. 1I, p. 43. 
3 Antonio Ferreira, Cartas, livro I, n. 3; o.C., vol. 1I, p. 48. 
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within the framework of academie "letters" (grammatica, rhetorica), 
Cam5es enjoined them to write poetry and that in Portuguese. 
He complained that Portugal produces its Scipios, Caesars, 
Alexanders and Augustuses, but that it does not bestow upon them 
those gifts for lack ofwhich its great captains are rude and illiterate. 
Octavian, in all his tribulations, wrote learned and graceful verses; 
when Caesar was subjugating the whole of France, the war did 
not impede him to cultivate knowledge; "in one hand the pen 
and in the other the lance, he equalled Cicero in eloquence". Scipio 
was thoroughly versed in comedy ; Alexander read "Homer" so 
assiduously that he had it always at his bedside. In short, there 
was no great captain in Greece and Rome or any other nation 
(except Portugal), who was not at the same time a man of learning 
and science, and it must be said with shame - the reason that none 
of us excels in poetry is our low esteem for it. For this reason, 
and not for any deficiency of Nature, there are no Virgils and 
Homers in Portugal, and, in the long run, there will be no Aeneas 
or Achilles either. 

Dá a terra Lusitana Scipioes, 
Cesares, Alexandros e dá Augustos; 
Mas nào lhe dá com tudo aquelles does 
Cuja falta os faz duros e robustos. 
Octa vio, entre as maiores opressoes, 
Compunha versos doutos e venustos.1 

Vai Cesa r sojugando toda França, 
E as armas nào lhe impedem a sciencia ; 
Mas numa mào a pena e noutra a lança 
19ualava de Cicero a eloquencia. 
o que de Scipiào se sabe e alcança 
He nas comedias grande experiencia. 
Lia Alexandre a Homero de maneira 
Que sempre se lhe sabe á cabeceira.2 

Em firn, nào houve forte capitào 
Que nào fosse tambem douto e sciente, 
Da Lacia, Grega, ou barbara naçào, 
Se nào da Portuguesa tào somente. 
Sem vergonha 0 nào digo, que a razào 
De algum nào ser por versos excellente, 
He nào se ver prezado 0 verso e rima, 
Porque quem nào sabe a arte nào na estima.3 

L. de Camoes, Os Lusiadas, canto V, 95. 
o.c., canto V, 96. 

3 o.c., canto V, 97. 
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Por isso, e nào por falta de Natura, 
Nào ha tambem Virgilios nem Homeros, 
Nem haverá, se este costume dura, 
Pios Eneas, nem Achiles feros. 1 

In Camoes's opinion, then, in the long run neglect of cultural 
values will weaken also political and military force. 

Scientific writings in the vernacular 
The frequent appeal to the nobiIity to strive af ter greater literacy 

testifies of the rather low cultural level of this class. Neither the 
military leader and future viceroy Castro nor the ancient soldier 
Camoes were in this respect satisfied about their fellow-soldiers. 
This lack was the more deplorable as, in contrast to countries like 
England and the Netherlands, the "burguesia" played a subordinate 
role in Portuguese life and in the overseas enterprises. It appears 
that, if Camoes and Ferreira were not exaggerating, the major 
part of the ruling feudal class regarded it as unworthy of a 
gentleman to handle the pen. Therefore these poets emphasized 
that precisely the pillars of the great empires of the past (whose 
military skill was greatly admired by the warriors of the Renaissance), 
were not only great military leaders but also great writers. 

One argument of the Portuguese for introducing the vernacular 
in science and letters could not be used by most other nations, 
and this argument stood in a most direct relation with the voyages 
of discovery. The conquests of the Greeks (Alexander) and the 
Romans (Caesar) enabled them to impose their language on all 
subjugated nations, and now it was again in imitation of ancient 
ex am pies when the Portuguese introduced their language as the 
common one in all their colonies. With an eye on this situation, 
Fernào Oliveira (1536) adduced practical and nationaIistic reasons 
rather than purely humanistic ones for cultivating Iiterature in 
Portuguese2• 

Practical motives and neither Iiterary ideals nor national pride 
urged Pedro Nunes (who wrote the larger part of his mathematical 
and astronomical works in Latin), to use in some of them a modern 
language. Practical motives made also Joào de Castro write all 
his works in Portuguese. Both were "modern" in that they did 
not write their scientific works because of humanistic interest (i.e. 
not for reviving the scientific heritage of the Ancients), but with 
a more directly social purpose. They wanted to spread useful 

1 o.c., canto V, 98. 
2 See below, p. 57. 
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knowledge among the "unlearned" seafarers, nobles as weIl as 
commons. They did what Dürer had done in Germany and what 
Digges in England and Stevin in Holland were to do towards the 
end of the century. They made science accessible to the "vulgar" , 
which was hardly the concern of the Ferreira's and Sá de Miranda's. 

In a collection of works written in Portuguese, Nunes inserted 
translations of two rather elementary astronomical treatises. To 
these he added his translation from Latin of the fust book of 
Ptolemy's Geography. Moreover the collection contained his answer 
to "certain doubts" on topics of nautical science put before him 
by Martim Afonso de Sousa af ter his return from Brasil,l and his 
"Tratado em defensam da carta de marear" (1537).2 

In the preface to the translations he attributed the reluctance 
of the lettered to translate scientific works into the vernacular to 
a beliefthat their authority would increase by making science scarce. 

Nam sey entender donde veo tamanho receo de treladar na lingoagem 
vulgar outra obra de sciencia: se nào que os letrados quiserào encarecer 
isto por lhes parecer que des ta sorte acrecentavào mais em sua 
autoridade.3 

Nunes then goes on, quoting Aristotle, "the more a good thing 
is common and universal, the more excellent it is", and, as these 
works contain those principles that anybody who wants to know 
something ab out cosmography needs to master, he has translated 
them for the benefit of "those who do not know Latin" . 

E porque ho bern quanto mais co mum e universal: tanto he mays 
excelente . . . Por nam carecerem disso os que nam sabem latim has 
tirey em nossa lingoagem.4 

About the same time (1535-'36) Nunes wrote in Portuguese a 
book on algebra which, however, was published only 30 years later. 
In 1564, in the Portuguese (!) dedication to the Infante-Cardinal 

1 Pedro Nunes, Tratado sobre certas duvidas de navegaçào; Obras I, 
pp. 159-174. Martim Afonso de Sousa (ca 1500- 1564) was sent by 
D. Joào III to reconnoitre the Brazilian coast and to combat French 
pirates (1530-'33). In 1534 he was appointed capitào-mor of the Indian 
seas and, after his return to Lisbon, he was sent for a second time to 
India, now as vice-roy (1542-1545). (Grande Encyclopedia Portuguesa
Brasileira, vol. 29, 825- 828). Orta dedicated his Colóquios to him and 
praised him for his interest in science. 

2 Tratado da Sphera com a Theorica do Sol e da Lua. E ho primeiro livro 
de Geographia de Claudio Ptolomeo Alexandrino. Tirado em lingoagem 
pello Doutor Pero Nunez, Cosmographo del Rey dö Joào ho terceyro . .. 
Item dous tratados que 0 mesmo Doutor fez sobre a Carta de marear. 
Em os quaes se decrarào as principaes duvidas da navegaçào ... 
Lisboa 1537. 

3 Pedro Nunes, Obras, vol. I, p. 3. 
4 ibid. 
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D. Henrique (who was at that time regent of the kingdom), he 
made it clear that the book had a practical aim. He deemed it of 
great use for "this most opulent city of Lisbon" , which has so 
much trade with East and West and where the king has 40 
accountants (contadores) in his trading office (fazenda). Therefore, 
Nunes had omitted "speculative science" and written the book 
in such a way that this discipline could be easily learned from it 
without a master. 

Por aqui vera V .A. quanta mais razào seria, que ouvesse esta doctrina 
nesta opulentissima cidade de Lixboa, onde tanto negocio ha. .. e 
onde el Rey nosso Senhor tem corenta contadores de sua fazenda. 
Por esta causa, vendo eu quanto seja util para ho uso dos ho mens 
esta arte que trata dos numeros & medidas, pretendi nesta minha 
obra que sem preceder doctrina de sciencia especulativa, na qual se 
gasta mais tempo, a possam per si aprender & em pouco tempo e 
facilmente, sem mais ajuda de mestre.1 

With the exception of this dedication, he had now translated 
this work into Castilian, because, as he quoted again, "the more 
common and universal a good thing, the more excellent it is", 
and Castilian is more common in Spain [i.e. the whole Iberian 
peninsula] than our language.2 

The repeated use of the quotation from Aristotle's "Politics",3 
shows that Nunes' fust aim was neither humanistic nor narrowly 
nationalistic: he made his scientific knowledge accessible not only 
to the Portuguese of Lisbon but also to the Castilian competitors. 
His fust aim, vulgarization, was reached by writing it in Portuguese, 
but a wider public would be reached by using the Spanish vernacular, 
which was also understood by most Portuguese. Of course, a wider 
area would have been covered by using the internationallanguage 
of the educated, though the accessibility to the unlettered would 
have been lost. In the case of his nautical treatises of 1537, Nunes 
had fulfilled his obligation ofvulgarization by writing and publishing 
them in Portuguese, and thus afterwards he may have feIt free 
to bring them also before an international public by translating 
them into Latin and inserting them in a collection of his Latin works. 

D. Joào de Castro, one of the rare nobles who really cared for 
the common seafarers, wrote his roteiros with an eye on those 
who would make the same voyages af ter him. In the dedication 

1 Pedro Nuiiez, Libro de Algebra en Aritmetica y Geometria [Anvers 1567]. 
In: Obras, vol. VI, Lisboa 1946, p. XIV. 

2 P . Nuiiez, Libro de Algebra, Ao ... Principe 0 Cardeal Iffante Dom 
Anrique carta do autor desta obra. (Obras VI, p. XIV). 

3 "With any of the goods of the soul, the more abundant it is, the more 
useful it must be". AristotIe, Polities VII, i, 1323 b 10. 
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of hls "Roteiro de Lisboa a Goa" (1538) he tells the Infante D. Luis 
that hls subject has neither "eloquence" nor "grace" : "I do not 
write thls book to be read by ladies and lovers and to be used 
at courts and royal palaces, but by those of Leças and Matosinhos" 
(in the margin it is explained that these are places where mariners 
live) .l On another occasion (Roteiro do Mar Roxo, 1541) he does 
not so much contrast hls utilitarian work with the humanistic and 
"polite" literature as with that of the nationalistic kind. He says 
that it would be difficult to decide whether the Portuguese won 
more glory and repute by triumphing over the Red Sea and 
conquering there so many cities and peoples, than by discovering 
its borders and opening them up to navigation. 

PeUo que dificultosamente se poderá julgar, se ganharam os Portugueses 
mais gloria e nomeada em triumfarem do mar Roxo, ganhamdo neUe 
tamtas çidades, vemçendo as gemtes dos Ethiopes, Egipçios, Arabes, 
se em descobrir e fazer navegaveis suas praias.2 

He recognizes that the military feats of the Portuguese in the 
Red Sea were exceedingly great, but that they should be dealt 
with by somebody of great genius and ability and, therefore, he 
will not wrong such a great history, but keep silent about it and 
deal only with winds, seas, harbours, etc.3 Evidently, in Castro's 
opinion a plain style and the native language should be used here 
not only for the benefit of mostly uneducated readers but also 
because it is more fit for the kind of subjects; the more lofty topics 
of humanist interest or national glory should be treated by more 
accomplished writers. 

The humanists of the "latin" current (Resende, Fabricius) made 
an appeal to the fidalgos to study the humanities, and those of 
the "vernacular" current (Camöes, Ferreira) did the same, though 
without asking them to learn the classical languages. Castro and 
other writers on practical subjects, however, did not address the 
fidalgos as such, but they wrote for all sea captains and pilots 
in order to give them information useful in navigation. Not the 
greatness of Portugal or the imitation of Rome was their immediate 
interest, but the technical and practical necessities of the oceanic 
voyages. 

Nevertheless, all these writers were inspired in some way or 
other by the overseas expansion and all of them strove af ter the 
weal of the Lusitanian empire, whlch they regarded as the modern 

1 D. Joào de Castro, Roteiro de Lisboa a Goa [1538]; Obras completas 
vol. I, p. 122. 

2 D. Joào de Castro, Roteiro do Mar Roxo [1541]; Obras completas, 
vol. 11, p. 184. 

3 D. Joào de Castro, o.c.; Obras completas, vol. 11, p. 185. 
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counterpart of the Roman empire and over which, as another 
Augustus or Traianus, now ruled the Portuguese king, D. Manuel 
or D. Joao IIl. 

The "italianizantes" 
In one respect, the Portuguese humanists were at a disadvantage 

when compared with their Italian teachers. The latter vaunted 
the Roman epoch as their own Italian past. To the Portuguese, 
however, praising ancient Italy raised a conflict of loyalties: they 
wavered between reverence for the Roman past and national pride 
in the Lusitanian present. 

As to modern Italy, especially when they had stayed there for 
a long time, their admiration for Italian painting, building and 
literature made them prone to underestimate their national 
advantages in geography, natural history and navigation and to 
think as if they were themselves Italians. Sá de Miranda and 
António Ferreira, however, were moderate "italianizantes", so that 
at times they were able to forget Italy and to glory in their native 
Portugal, which had taken the place of Venice and Genoa. 

The most enthusiastic "italianizante" was the painter and 
architect Francisco de Holanda (1517-1584), whose praise of the 
Roman past and the Italian present exceeded all bounds. When 
speaking ofhis nostalgia ("saudade") for Antiquity, when everything 
was in its perfection, he meant the time of Caesar Augustus. In 
his opinion that epoch was predestined to that glory by God, 
because it was also the time of the birth of the Saviour. Neither 
before nor af ter that time things have been so perfect. 

E isto me parece a mim, que fez a Divina Providência porque se vinha 
chegando cada vez mais 0 tempo em que esperava de ver a perfeiçao 
de seu fazedor ser feito Homem e Deus sobre a terra, porque eu me 
atrevo a sustentar que nem antes nem depois estiveram as cousas tanto 
no seu sumo e perfeiçao universal, como no tempo de Augusto, em 0 

qual Deus encarnou.1 

When he wrote his "Diálogos de Roma" he was an ambitious 
young man, who was extremely proud of having been in the 
company of Italian nob les and of the great Michel Angelo. He was 
also a typical "estrangeirado", who looked at the past with the 
eyes of a Roman citizen. When in one of the "dialogues" an Italian 
boasts of the glory of ancient as weIl as modern Rome, Holanda 
does not retort that Lisbon has a much greater traffic and trade 
than Rome ever possessed, but he weakly points out that Portugal, 

1 Francisco de Holanda, Diálogos de Roma, dial. IV; o.C., pp. 97-98. 
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too, has its share of Roman remains and that there still exists a 
Roman bridge at Sacavem. 

As an old, desillusioned and neglected man (1571), it is still Rome 
he wants to follow, albeit it now for clerical motives: Rome has 
to be imitated in everything, even in the building of fortifications, 
because it is the head of the Catholic Church. 

E digo de Roma, de quem se deve tomar em tudo 0 primeiro exemplo 
nas obras de vertude, como cabeça da Catholica Igreja. .. E este 
exemplo de Roma baste por todos, para fazermos nós tambem em 
Lisboa 0 que faz a Santa Madre Igreja em fortaleeer sua cidade das 
cidades .1 

Humanists of ten were extremely egocentric. Being a painter
humanist Holanda was blind to anything but the unmistakable 
superiority of ltalian art, whereas Ferreira, when speaking as a 
poet, related the opening up of a new world with the introduction 
of the ltalian style - both of them leaving aside those things in 
which Portugal had proved herself superior to ltaly in the recent past. 

Yet, they could not help seeing the political and military glory 
as clearlY as they saw the darker side of the changes. All serious 
critique of their own time could not prevent the humanists to take 
a pride in the Portuguese feats in arms and navigation, so that 
one and the same author sometimes fostered contradictory ideals. 
In spite of their praising the virtues of the Golden Age or of 
"antigo Portugal", they could not suppress their pride in that the 
glory of "novo Portugal" in many respects equalled, and even 
surpassed, that of their third model, Imperial Rome. 

The Roman Empire and the Lusitanian Empire 
The idea of equalling the Roman Empire was mainly inspired 

by two important facts: firstly, the Portuguese maritime voyages, 
which, thanks to the scientific navigation which had been developed 
in the course of the 15th century, far surpassed the Roman 
achievements; secondly, the great conquests in Asia and the 
establishing of political power over vast regions in Africa, Asia 
and Brazil. In particular the latter situation made it inevitable 
that, at a certain stage, the Portuguese began to compare their 
empire to the Roman one and their capital Lisbon to the ancient 
city of Rome. 

From the point of view of imperial power, splintered ltaly was 
a poor heir of the Roman imperium, whereas Portugal, at the 

1 Francisco de Holanda, Da Fabrica que fallece á cidade de Lisboa, fol. 7r. 
Ed. Joaquim de Vasconcellos, Porto 1879. In: Archeologia artistica vol. 11, 
fase. 6 (1879), p. 6. 
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height of its glory under king Manuel, could stand a comparison 
with it . Small wonder, then, that almost automatically, the title 
of emperor or Caesar (Kaiser) was used in panegyrics upon the 
King of Portugal, in particular af ter the most glorious feat of 
colonial history - the voyage of Vasco da Gama (1498) - had given 
the Portuguese access to India, Java, the Moluccas, China and 
Japan. Shortly afterwards, Duarte Pacheco Pereira (1506) spoke 
of "our Caesar Manuel" , stressing, however, not so much the 
political significance of Gama's voyage as its scientific importance: 
in this voyage the Portuguese discovered seas and lands with 
which the Ancients frightened us, and with great efforts Gama 
found the opposite of most of what the ancient writers had said. 

poys debaixo da mesma equinocial há tanta habitaçam de jente, quanta 
teernos sabida e praticada; e como quer que a experiencia he madre 
das cousas, por ella soubemos rradicalmente a verdade por que 0 nosso 
Gesar M anuel, inventivo e excelente baram, mandou Vasco da Guama ... 
por capitam de suas naaos e jente ha descobrir e saber aquelles mares 
eterras com que nos os antigos ptmham tào grande medo e espanto; 
e indo com muito trabalho achou 0 contrario do que a mayor parte 
do que os antigos escritores dizeram: e passando do Rio do Infante 
[the Great Fish River] em di ante, no qual luguar ho serenissimo 
Rei Dom J oham hacabou seu descobrimento e naveguaçam ... descobriu 
e novamente soube algiia parte da desejada india inferior.1 

D. Joào Il, who carefully prepared the great voyage, here is 
just a king, whereas D. Manuel, who had the good luck of executing 
the plan, is dub bed an Emperor. 

The M anueline Style 
The new Empire, like the Roman one, was to have its own style, 

the Manueline as it is called now: the only exclusively Portuguese 
contribution to architecture. It combines the traditional and 
conventional gothic structure with a naturaIistic ornamentation 
which borrows its elements partly from nature (seaweed, corals, 
madrepores), partly from navigation (anchors, cordage), partly 
from the emblems of world power acquired by the latter (armillary 
spheres). Again the inner tension of the Renaissance comes to the 
fore: the Portuguese empire might imitate the Roman empire by 
having an imperial style, but this was as yet "portuguese", whereas 
humanistic purism would require a close imitation of Roman 
architecture. The "itaIianizante" Francisco de Holanda wanted 
to see pure Italian classicism introduced into Portugal and he 
deplored the fa ct that up tiIl now this had hardly taken place. 2 

1 Duarte Pacheco Pereira, Esmeraldo de situ orbis, lib. IV, c. 11. 
É verdade que nào temos policias dos edificios, nem de pinturas, como 
cá tendes, mas todavia já começam e vào pouco a pouco perdendo a 
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Not so long before him, however, the poets ofthe Cancioneiro Geral 
had raised the opposite complaint, when deploring the introduction 
of Italian novelties. 

In their crusade against the excesses of their time the old
fashioned people did not attack the richness of the Manueline 
innovations; evidently this was considered a fully acceptable token 
of the national grandeur. The danger was not wealth as such, but 
the effeminacy and exaggerate refinement that went with it. And 
these were seen most of all in foreign dress and foreign art. For, 
compared with the voluptuous effiorescence of lines and figures 
of the Manueline, the new "Roman" or "Italian" style, with its 
simplicity and geometrical beauty, without doubt was the more 
severe one.! 

The Manueline style was a glorification of the national maritime 
feats. It still was, in its essence, the old style, though adapted 
to a new situation. Consequently, italianizing "innovators" like 
Francisco de Holanda considered it as no less "gothic" and 
"barbarous" than all other romanesque and gothic architecture. 

In the controversy ab out architecture the ambiguity of the 
Portuguese civilization of the fust half of the 16th century clearly 
manifested itself. There were some people who, however much 
deploring the decadence caused by the maritime enterprises, gloried 
in the national achievements in commerce and politics. And they 
in particular wanted Portugal to maintain independency from 
Italy in the arts, now that it had shown its ability to be independent 
in oriental trade by gaining the victory in the competition with 
Venice and Genoa. On the other hand, there were others, to whom 
the humanist de sire for emulating the Romans did not lead in 
the fust place to an effort to create a national culture but rather 
to an imitation and restoration of Roman culture in Portugal, 
in the same way as they believed the Italians to have achieved 
this in Italy. 

The opponents of the Italian mode could easily attack it on 
account of its introducing a foreign style of building as weIl as 
modern, ItaIian, manners of feeding, clothing and speaking. In his 
"Auto da Ave Maria" (ca 1530) António Prestes ironically criticized 

superfluidade bárbara, que os Godos e Mauritanos semearam por as 
Espanhas . .. A qual ciencia [architectura, pintura] de todo está quase 
perdida e sem resplendor nem nome naqueles reinos. Francisco de Holanda, 
Diálogos de Roma , [Da Pintura Antigua, livro I1; 1548]; Diálogo I, 
ed . M. Mendes, Lisboa 1955, p . 25 . 

1 Compare the exuberant n aturalism of the Manueline window of the 
chapter room of the Order of Christ in Tomar with the sober chapel of 
Conceiçào (ca 1550, attributed to Diogo de Torralva and Nicolas de 
Chanterene), "worthy of Brunelleschi himself", in that same town. 
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the protagonists of the newfangled classicism.1 The devil, "vestido 
á italiana", tries to deceive a "cavaleiro". He boasts that he has 
travelled over the whole world and that he has inspired Greek, 
Roman and ltalian architecture. He who wants "clean and pure 
work" (obra Iimpia e pura) should co me to him. He also wrote 
about it in ltalian: "the great Sebastian was the ink, but I was 
the pen".2 It was he who designed and built the Roman Pantheon 
and temples to Minerva and Vesta, and he has come to this country 
in order to show his art to the Portuguese people which has taken 
to Roman buildings. The Cavaleiro answers that he thinks the 
new style a marvellous invention, but the "Mestre" (who defends 
the old style) says that only "the blind enjoy it" ("Alegram-se 
n'ella cegos"). Nevertheless, the cavaleiro declares himself a 
devotee of it: it is in the very best taste and he will always remain 
faithful to it. A servant (moço) agrees that all our own things are 
rustic (silvestre) and very coarse; what comes from there is higher 
art. This leads the Mestre to the statement that the Portuguese 
have a mind that of ten changes its taste, which is the cause of 
many misfortunes.3 

The protest was in vain. About the same time the classicist style 
triumphed. Architects who had started by building in Manueline 
style, went over to classicism.4 

1 Ant6nio Prestes (fi.rst half 16th cent.) was an examiner of the civil court 
in Santarém (Encicl. Port. e Bras., vol. 23, p . 210). Ris work was published 
in 1587, together with some writings of other poets (e.g. Camöes), in: 
"Primeira Parte dos Autos e Comedias Portuguesas, feitas por Antonio 
Prestes, e por Luis de Camöes, e por outros Autores Portugueses ... 
[Lisboa] 1587. See: A. J . Anselmo, Bibliografia das ob ras impressas em 
Portugal no século XVI, Lisboa 1926, p. 226, nr. 786. 

2 "Diabo,' En toscano / muy a la suma / la escrevi, al no presurna, / della 
el gran Sebastiano / fue la tinta, yo la plurna". Quotations from: 
Theophilo Braga, Questöes de Literatura e Arte Portuguesa, Lisboa (1881), 
pp. 163-165. The "gran Sebastiano" is the Florentine architect and 
painter Bastiano de Sangallo (1481 - 1551). According to T. Braga he 
philosophized on art and was called " Aristotile" by his contemporaries 
(o.c., p. 165). Cf. Allgemeines Lexikon der bildenden Künstler von der 
Antike bis zur Gegenwart (Thieme-Becker), 29, Leipzig 1935, p. 404. 

3 Oavaleiro,' Eu sou urn dos que estào postos / n'esse gosto, / que nào vi 
melhor composto; / hei-o por gosto dos gostos, / jamais lhe virarei rosto. 
Moço,' ... Tudo 0 nosso acho silvestre, / muito grosseiro; 0 de lá / é mais 
d'arte, lustra mais / no atilado. Mestre,' Somos taes / que natureza nos 
dá / extranhos por naturaes: / sào tào certos os espritos / portuguezes / 
revesarem muitas vezes / os gostos, os appetitos, / que d'ahi nacem os 
revezes. O.c., p. 165. 

4 Nicolas de Chanterène (ft. 1517-'51) e.g., who at fust worked in the 
Manueline way, went over to pure classicism (the tomb of D. Francisco 
de Melo (t 1536) in the Igreja dos L6ios at Évora). The reign of classicism, 
however, did not last long. 
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The Portuguese Language 

The same dilemma arose with language. Should the renascence 
consist in writing in the language of the great Roman writers, or 
should the Romans be imitated by ameliorating the style of 
vernacular writings, in the same way as the great Roman authors 
had tried to improve the style of their vernacular literature ? 

The question could also be put in a way more political than 
cultural : the Portuguese having imitated the Romans by founding 
an empire, should not they imitate the Romans also by imposing 
their own language on the subjugated peoples? 

The situation created by the conquests made it practical to use 
Portuguese as the means of communication between the very 
different new colonial parts of their empire and the metropolis. 
Henceforth, their language, like that of the Romans, would have 
an imperial function and it should obtain the same rank and 
dignity as the latin tongue had had. The padre Fernao de Oliveira 
wrote his "Gramática da lingoagem portuguesa" (1536) with this 
idea in mind. Greece and Rome, so he said, when ruling the world, 
made all people subject to them learn their language, and they 
wrote scholarly works in it and translated books written in other 
idioms into their language. The result is that even nowadays they 
are alive and we have to toil in learning and purifying their 
language, while forgetting our own. But now that we are the masters, 
it is better that we teach Guinee, than that we should be taught 
by Rome, however much value she may still have. 

Porque Grécia e Roma s6 por isto ainda vivem; porque, quando 
senhoreavam 0 mundo, mandaram a todas as gentes a elas sujeitas 
aprender suas linguas, e em elas escreviam muitas boas doutrinas e 
nào s6mente 0 que entendiam escreviam nelas, mas também trasladavam 
para elas todo 0 bom que liam em outras. Edesta feiçào nos obrigaram 
a que ainda agora trabalhemos em aprender e apurar 0 seu, esquecendo. 
nos do nosso; nào façamos assim, mas tornemos sobre n6s, agora que 
é tempo e somos senhores, porque melhor é que ensinemos a Guiné 
que sejamos ensinados de Roma, ainda que ela agora tivera todo sua 
valia e preço.l 

One could hardly find a better example to show how much the 
parallel between the Roman empire and the Lusitanian empire 
had be co me part and parcel of Portuguese thought. 

1 Fernào doliveyra, Grammatica da lingoagem portuguesa, Lisboa 1536, 
pp. 21-22. Quoted by J. S. da Silva Dias, A politica cultural da época 
de D. Joào lIl, vol. I, Coimbra 1969, p. 907. Oliveira's keen interest in 
the expansion of the realm is also evident from his other book: 
Fernando Oliveyra, Arte da guerra do mar. Coimbra 1555. Cf. A. J. Anselmo, 
Bibliografia das obras impressas em Portugal no século XVI, Lisboa 1926; 
nr. 607 (p. 173) and nr. 64 (p. 18). 
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Onee the "imperiaI" idea established, it remained and even 
grew, in spite of progressing deeayl. António Ferreira hinted that 
the Portugal ofD. Joào lIl, "our great Augustus, our good Trajan", 
might put the luminous epoeh of "old Portugal" in the shade. 

Mas quanto mor, quanto melhor história 
De Portugal já nasce, que escritura 
Nova, que nova fama, que alta gloria! 
Ah deve·se àquela alma santa, e pura 
Do nosso grande Augusto, bom Trajano, 
Que aquela clara idade torna escura.2 

lt is true, here this humanist alludes to the literary glory of 
the time of the early Roman emperors, but this was closely 
eonneeted with its political splendour. Ferreira wrote also several 

1 The decline was evident to contemporaries (Diogo do Couto, see p. 37 n. 4) 
and in particular to the writers of the 18th century Enlightenment 
(L. A. Verney, e.g.), who emphasized the decline of science and letters. 
Most modern Portuguese historians attribute it to the Inquisition and 
the Jesuits: 
"During a long time the best harmony existed between the sons of Loyola 
and those of Torquemada ... they looked at each other with benevolent 
eyes and helped each other mutually ... There are hundreds of examples 
in the 16th century and still in the beginning of the 17th century". 
(Antonio Baiào, Episódios Dramáticos da Inquisiçào Portuguesa, 2a ed., 
Lisboa 1936, p . 305). 
" ... en matière de censure des livres, Ie Portugal a occupé, à partir de 
1551, une position d'avant.garde parmi les pays catholiques . . . Ce n'est 
nullement par hasard si Ie secrétaire de la commission du Concile de 
Trente chargée des questions de censure a été un moine portugais, 
Fr. Francisco Foreiro". (l.S. R évah, La censure inquisitoriale portugaise 
au XVle siècle, vol. I, Lisbon 1960, p. 8). "On peut dire qu'après 1536, 
on ne retrouve guère dans la littérature portugaise cet air de liberté qui 
caractérise les chefs·d'reuvre antérieurs comme les Autos de Gil Vicente 
et Ropica pnefma de Joào de Barros". (Révah, o.c., p. 33). 
"Or, aussitöt que Don Joào 111 eut donné une pareille influence à la 
Compagnie de J ésus, sur l'esprit de la nation portugaise, celle-ci a déchu 
à l'instant ... Sous Don Sebastiào la décadence s'est accentuée encore ... ". 
(R. Guimaràes, Les mathématiques en Portugal. 2me éd., Coimbra 
1909, p. 26). 
"Mas aquele espirito de duvida e de experiência, tào penetrante em 
Pacheco, em Castro, em Gois... vai morrer à mingua da liberdade, 
abafada pela disciplina jesuitica que se impusera .. . no concilio de 
Trente . . . Bastavam os colégios dos jesuitas, esterilizando os cérebros, 
e a censura do Santo Oflcio, para condenar em Portugal 0 espirito 
cientifico que animara os nossos séculos de Quatrocentos e Quinhentos ... ". 
(Jaime Cortesào, Os descobrimentos portugueses, vol. 11, c. XII, p. 362. 
M. Gonçalves Cerejeira (0 Renascimento em Portugal. Clenardo 11; 
Coimbra 1918, p. 132) recognized that the glorious period ofthe humanistic 
movement in Portugal ended with the surrender of the Colégio das Artes 
in Coimbra to the Jesuits. He stated that in Portugal this literary 
decadence is generally attributed to the Jesuits and the Inquisition, but 
he asked whether this decadenee can be separated from the general 
decadence of the country? Of course not, but th is general decadence 
might for a large part be caused by this spiritual strangulation. 

2 A. Ferreira, Cartas, livro 11, n . 2; O.C., vol. 11, p. 41. 
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laudatory poems on the conquests and discoveries ofthe Portuguese. 
When praising Albuquerque, he extolled not only the discovery 
of new lands but even that of goldmines, thus forgetting the humanist 
fashionable commonplace of the hunger for gold as the root of 
all evil and misery in the world. 

Quantas ilhas, eterras descobertas 
foram por elle ao mundo? quantas minas 
de ouro té li a todos encobertas? 1 

Superiority ot Portugal 

André de Resende (1500-1573) who was a humanist of the 
Erasmian school, had littleinterest in the application ofmathematics 
and astronomy to navigation, and showed contempt for mechanics 
as being low and vile, but their efJects made a deep impression 
on him. At the end of his discourse at Lisbon university (1534) 
he exalted that town as equalling Rome, as the Queen of the 
immense Ocean and as the subjugator of many lands in Africa 
and Asia and of Taprobane (Ceylon) and countless islands. 

Olisipo, inquam, quae una nostro aevo Romanam gloriam et triurnphos 
adaequavit, Regina vast i Oceani, superbae Mauretaniae, Atlantidis orae, 
Aethiopiae, Arabiae, Persidis, Indiae, Taprobanes, et innurnerabilium 
insularurn domitrix ... 2 

Even the unworldly christian platonist frei Heitor Pinto (1563), 
whose interest was almost wholly concentrated on spiritual matters, 
could not suppress his pride in the heroic feats and discoveries 
of the Portuguese: They surpassed the Ancients in cosmographical 
knowledge and also they outdid them by their conquests in Africa 
and Asia: the great deeds of the Greeks and Romans are to those 
accomplished by the Portuguese mainly for the love of Christ, as 
a small hilI is to the high Mount Olymp! 

E os nossos Portugueses, ainda que principalmente se movam por amor 
de Cristo, todavia muito os excita a benignidade de seu rei, e as mercês 
que lhes faz. Donde vem terem feitas em nossos tempos em Africa e 
em Asia façanhas tào excelentes e pasmosas, que as gregas, tào cantadas 
de Homero e Tucidides, e as latinas tào celebradas de Lucano e 
Tito Livio, ficam em sua comparaçào urn pequeno outeiro a par do 
alto monte Olimpo.3 

1 A. Ferreira, Elegias VI; o.C., vol. I, p. 167. A Afonso de Albuquerque 
em louvor dos "Comentarios", que compós dos grandes feitos de seu pai. 

2 Andr. Resendius, Oratio pro rostris, fol. blIIv. Ed. Moreira de Sá, 
pp.55-56. 

3 Frei Heitor Pinto, Imagem da vida cristà. Dialogo da Justiça [Coimbra 
1563], cap. 2; ed. M. Alves Correia, vol. I, 2d ed., Lisboa 1952, pp. 151-152. 
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Some years afterwards (1572), however, he started by ana
themizing the voyages of discovery on ethical grounds as unchristian 
acts of greed and recklessness: instead of seeking the poverty 
recommended to us by God, they seek for riches at the ends of 
the world; they make roads on the perilous sea as if it were solid 
land, entrusting their lives to the winds, leaving their country 
and home. 

Evidently, through this cloud of severe reproof here is shining 
the light of a certain admiration of this unholy audacity, and, 
indeed he almost imperceptibly glides into a panegyric of the 
people who, discovering new stars and new, unknown worlds ... 
distinguish themselves so much by their valour, that, if there were 
writers who could relate what has been done in the East Indies, 
Thucydides and Livy would be mere ciphers compared to them . 

. . . as vào buscar ao cabo do mundo, fazendo caminhos pelo duvidoso 
mar, como pela firme terra: confiando aos ventos suas vidas, deixando 
suas terras e suas casas, esquecendo suas naçöes, descobrindo novas 
estrelas, e outros mundos incognitos, desterrando·se em regiöes nunca 
ouvidas ... abalizando·se tanto na valentia e façanhas em armas, que, 
se houvesse escritores que . .. escreveram as. .. que sào feitas nas 
Indias orientais, ficariam Tucidides e Livio como cifras em sua 
comparaçào.1 

If then these poets and scholars, in spite of all reservations, feIt 
pride in the fa ct that Portugal had at least in sorne respects equalled 
or even surpassed imperial Rome, it is smaIl wonder that this was 
unreservedly recognized by those who, like Luis de Camoes, 
Garcia de Orta and Joào de Castro, had been in the Indies, or, 
like Pedro Nunes, Damiào de Gofs and Joào de Barros, had very 
close connections with the maritime enterprises. 

Orta stated that the Portuguese had outdone the Greeks and 
Romans by their scientific discoveries and, simiIarly, Camoes 
triumphantly declared that in "ploughing the sea" they surpassed 
the glorious people of Rome. 

Vêdes, 0 vosso mar cortando vào, 
Mais do que fez agente alta de Roma; 2 

In his opinion their great deeds in India will make forgotten 
those of the Greeks and Romans, as weIl as those of the oriental 
nations. 

1 Frei Heitor Pinto, Imagem da vida cristà, Dialogo da Tranquilidade, 
[Lisboa 1572], cap. 11; O.C . , vol. Il, 2d ed., Lisboa 1956, p . 220. 

2 Lusiadas, canto VI, 30. 
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Esqueceram-se Gregos e Romanos 
Pelos ilustres feitos que esta gente 
Ha-de fazer nas partes do Oriente; 1 

Que por ella se esqueçam os hurnanos 
De Assirios, Persas, Gregos e Romanos.2 

61 

The Portuguese went even beyond Ceylon, through seas never 
navigated before, Cam6es claimed, and they opened the door to 
the vast oeean. 

Por mares nunca de antes navegados, 
Passaram ainda alem da Taprobana, .. . 3 

Agora, vedes bern que cometendo 
o duvidoso mar nurn lenho leve 
Por vias nunca usadas, ... 4 

Eis aqui as novas partes do Oriente, 
Que v6s outros agora ao mundo dais, 
Abrindo a porta ao vasto mar patente, 
Que com tao forte peito navegais.5 

Damiào de GOls (1502-1574), who for many years at the Casa 
da India in Antwerp had been closely eonneeted with Portuguese 
international trade, was an Erasmian humanist with rather strong 
ltalian leanings. He believed (1554) that the Aneients (Pliny, Mela, 
Juba, Hanno) knew by tradition or by their own experience that 
Afriea had been eireumnavigated, but he held also that the 
Portuguese, driven by their indefatigable nature or by thirst for 
gold, were the fust sinee Antiquity to undertake sueh dangerous 
voyages: they did it so frequently, that now they do not deern 
it more eumbersome than a trip from Portugal to the Netherlands 
or to Britain. 

lllud quidem verissimurn videtur, et ratione credibile, tam vastam, et 
periculis infinitis obiectam navigationem, ita turn hominurn animos 
affecisse, ut semel inchoata vel (si attigit) absoluta, nemo secundi rem 
tam arduam, vel potius monstrosam, aggredi auderet. Qui sane, tam 
immensas peregrinationis cursus, nostratiurn sive indefatigata indole 
instigante, sive auri sacra fame urgente, tam denique modo frequens 
habetur, uti non maioris negotij nunc huiuscemodi navigationem 
existiment, quam si in Britaniam, aut in Belgicam, ex Lusitania iter 
facerent.6 

Lusfadas, canto Il, 44. 
Lusiadas, canto I, 24. 

3 Lusiadas, canto I, l. 
4 Lusiadas, canto I, 27 . 
5 Lusiadas, canto X, 138. 
6 Damianus Goes, Urbis Olisiponis Descriptio. Evora 1554. 

Damiao de Gois remained faithful to his belief in the priority of the 
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On another occasion (1539), writing in defence of the economic 
policy of his country, he maintained that it was not for the spi ce 
trade in the fust place (as was the case with other nations), but 
for the propagation of the christian faith that the Portuguese made 
their expeditions. 

Porrà nos, id quoque quod confiteri nefas non est, emolumentum etiam 
et opes ex nostris peregrinationibus quaerimus ... Certe vel ob id 
laudari debemus, quod non ut inermes negociatores ad quaestum 
tantummodo aromatum per Oceanum oberramus, ut multae nationes 
Italiae, Hispaniae, Galliaeque antiquitus fecere, et modo faciunt, sed 
exercitibus et classibus instructi maximo cum metu hostium, non tam 
pomoeria nostrae ditionis, quàm Christianae fidei prorogamus. 1 

He promised to show that the feats of the Portuguese are not 
inferior to those performed by the Greeks and Romans, and that 
the difference is rather one of the minds of the historians.2 That is, 
in his opinion the Portuguese undoubtedly surpassed the Ancients 
in their military and maritime feats, but no modern writer could 
so weIl describe these as the ancient authors would have done. 
The Ancients' literary skill- and this ranked very high in the 
humanists' scale of values-remained unsurpassed, but as to 
maritime and scientific achievements there was a willingness to 
accept that the modern Portuguese had excelled them. 

Ca moes held a similar view; the Portuguese discoveries in natural 
history, according to him, have surpassed those of the Ancients, 
but we are not yet ab Ie to write about them in as lofty a way 
as they would have done.3 

Even the soberminded scientist ("mathematician") Pedro Nunes 
stated that in these last hundred years the greatest navigations 
ever made had been performed by the Portuguese and that no 
other people had ever reached such a height in this respect . 

Ancients: "determinou [0 Infante D. Henrique] de mandar navios aha 
longuo da costa Dafrica com tençam de chegar aho firn de seus pensamentos, 
que era descobrir destas partes ocçidentaes ha navegaçäo para ha India 
oriental, ha qual sabia por çerto que fora ja em outros temp os achada". 
(Damiam de Gois, Chronica do Principe Dom Joam, Lisboa 1567, cap. 7; 
ed. A. Gonçalves Guimaräes, Coimbra 1905, p. 15). 

1 Damianus à Goes, De Rebus et Imperio Lusitanorum, ad Paulum Iovium 
disceptatiuncula (In: Diamianus à Goes, Opuscula aliquot historica. 
Coloniae 1574, p. 555) . The tract was originally appended t~ : Commentarii 
Rerum Gestarum in India 1538 citra Gangem. Lovanii 1539. It should 
be noted that Gois speaks of the Portuguese "empire". 

2 Tentabimus ostend ere facta nostratium nec Graecorum nec Rhomanorum 
rebus gestis inferiora esse ; ac plus discriminis esse inter ingenia scribentium 
quam magnitudinis in ipsis rebus actis". (Gois to Bembo, Oct. 14th 1540) . 
Cf. H . de Vocht, Monumenta humanistica Lovaniensia, Leuven 1934, 
pp. 695-698, 1.36 ff. 

a "Se os antigos ... as maravilhas que eu passei, passaram . . . que grandes 
escripturas que deixaram!" (Camöes, Os Lusiadas, canto V, 23). For a 
similar remark by Francisco de Holanda, see above, p. 43 n. 2. 
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Nam há duvida que as navegaçöes deste reyno de cern anos a esta 
parte : sam as mayores : mais maravilhosas : de mais altas e mais discretas 
conjeyturas; que as de nenhiia outra gente do mundo.1 

Most 16th century historians recognized that the political and 
maritime exploits of the Portuguese were not inferior in quantity 
and quality to those of the Ancients. 

Lopes de Castanheda wrote to D. Joào III that the conquests 
of Alexander (and others of Antiquity), "the which was so feared 
and wondred at throughout all the world, since that the Indias 
is frequented by the Portingales : 2 theyr dooings are no more 
mervailed at, then a dead Lyon in respect of one alive, for the 
Conquest of Alexander was all by lands ... but this of the Indias 
was done by sea, ., . not along or neere any coast, but by the 
bottomIesse and great Ocean Sea . . . there was never Conquest 
of the Barbarous, nor of the Grecians, nor of the Latynists, the 
which was of lyke difficultie as this hath beene" .3 

French historians on the Portuguese discoveries 
The superiority and priority of the Portuguese have been 

confirmed in the 16th century by many foreign historians as weIl. 
According to Loys Ie Roy (1579) the Portuguese and the Castilians 
have surpassed in science and abiIity of navigation the Tyrians, 
Egyptians, Phenicians, Carthagians, and Romans; for they have 
circumnavigated the earth, which the Ancients could not and 
dared not do. 

En l'Ocean les Portugalois et Castillans par adresse, science, et seureté 
de naviguer tiennent Ie premier los en cest exercice, ayans surpassé les 
Tyriens, Egyptiens, Pheniciens, Rhodiens, Romains, Carthaginois ... 
ayans environné toute la ronde par leurs navigations. Ce que iamais 
ne feirent ny sceurent faire, ou oserèt entreprendre les anciens.4 

Like Barros, Ie Roy is of the opinion that, when Ptolemy, the 
"father of geography and astronomy", could co me back, he would 
be astonished about the progress of these two disciplines. 

1 Pedro Nunes, Tratado em defensam da carta de marear (1537); Obras, 
va!. I, p. 175. 

2 The Indian conquests inevitably reminded of those of Alexander the Great. 
Camöes was of the opinion that the reputation of Alexander and Trajan 
faded before that of the Portuguese: "As navegaçöes grandes que 
fizeram; / Calle-se de Alexandre e de Trajano / A fama das victorias que 
tiveram; Que eu canto 0 peito illust re Lusitano". (Os Lusiadas , canto 1,3). 

3 The first booke of the Historie and Discoverie and Conquest of the 
East Indias, enterprised by the Portingales, in their daungerous 
Navigations, in the time of King Don lohn, the second of that name ... 
trans!. by N.[icholas] L.[ichefield] . London 1582, cap. I. 

4 Loys Ie Roy, De la Vicissitude ou varieté des choses en I'univers ... , 
Paris 1579, p. nOr. 
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Tant est illustree l'entiere Cosmographie avec I 'Astrologie , que si 
Ptolemee pere des deux retournoit en vie, il les mescoynoistroit si 
augmentees par leurs observations et navigations recentes.1 

Therefore, so he goes on, let us not be so silly as to attribute 
so much to the Ancients that we think that they have known 
everything and said everything,2 for we have found now new lands, 
new seas, new peoples with new customs and morals, new herbs, 
new diseases and new remedies, new ways in the Heaven and the 
Ocean never tried before, new stars. 

Combien en avons nous premierement cogneuës en ce temps? Ie dy 
nouvelles terres, nouvelles mers, nouvelles formes d'hommes, mreurs, 
loix, coustumes: nouvelles herbes, arbres racines, gommes, liqueurs, 
fruicts : nouvelles maladies et nouveaux re mèdes, nouveaux chemins 
du Ciel et de 1'0céan non essayez paravant, nouvelles estoilles veuës? 3 

Evidently, the famous saying of Policiano, repeated by Nunes 
and Cam5es, had spread in many variations over the rest of Europe! 

The huguenot nobleman Lancelot Voisin de la Popelinière 
(1540-1608) was in 1582 ofthe opinion that we owe all our sciences 
to the Ancients; 4 their ships were not smaller than ours; 5 their 
navigation was not only along the coast but they crossed the 
Ocean to America 6 and circumnavigated Mrica.7 Voisin did not 
make these claims for the Greeks, whom he considered the greatest 
liars of the world,8 but he did make them for the Egyptians and 
other pre-classical peoples. 9 

D'ou peut estre doncques venu cete opinion vulgaire et tant envieillie 
au cerveu de nos gens et de noz ancestres mesmes, que les anciens 
n'ont voyagé si loing que nous? 10 

... Vray est que ie me persuade par plusieurs raisons, que les Egyptiens, 
les Cal deens et autres peuples qui ont devancé les Empires Grecz, en 
ont assez laissé de tesmoignage. l1 

As to the moderns, he was of the opinion that the Portuguese 
performed earIier and further navigations than the Spaniards and 
other nations : they outdo the Spaniards because, as they live on 

1 Loys Ie Roy, o .c ., p. 112v. 
2 Loys Ie Roy, o.c., p . 113v. 
3 Loys Ie Roy, o .c., p. 114r. 
4 (Lancelot Voisin) Seigneur de la Popelliniere, Les trois mondes, Paris 1582. 

Le suiet du livre. 
5 Sr de la Popelinière, Les trois mondes, livre I, p. 8r. 
6 Sr de la Popelinière, Les trois mondes, livre I, p. 9r-9v; 13v. 
7 Les trois mondes, livre I, p. 12r. 
8 Les trois mondes, 1. I, pp. 18r; 28v-29r. 
9 Les trois mondes, 1. I, p. 11 v; 17v. 
10 O.c., p. 17v. ' 
11 O.c., p. 17v. 
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the coast of the Ocean, they have a tradition of oceanic voyages, 
and they are superior to all other nations in theory and practice 
of navigation . 

. . . Et d'aillieurs qu'il est plus vray semblable que de toutes les nations 
d'Espagne les Portugais ayent plustost et plus loing voiagé que les 
Castilians ny autres: qui pour estre en terre ferme loing de Mer, n'ont 
les commoditez necessaires aux longues navigations telles qu'ont eu les 
Lusitaniens et Portugais qui ont tousiours tenu les costes Maritimes 
de l'Ocean.1 

Tellement que les Portugais comme de la Theorique et experience au 
fait des voyages et descouvertes maritimes, superieurs à toutes 
nations ... 2 

In the dispute between the Portuguese and the Spaniards over 
the Moluccas Ie Sieur de la Popelinière chose the Portuguese side.3 

But in spite of his admiration for the Portuguese he denied that they 
"had surpassed all the Ancients in the discovery of New Worlds". 

In a later work (1599), however, Voisin has changed his mind. 
He th en thinks that his contemporaries, as they are later, should 
be and could be superior to the Ancients in all things.4 The Ancients 
stayed in the Mediterranean, he now says, whereas we, having 
discovered the whole geographical world, seek for "new worlds 
within this old world". 

Si que craintifs de se perdre en 1'0cean, ne s'osans esloigner de ses 
rivages, ne trafiquoyent ordinairement que sur la petite mer 
Méditerranée, à veuë de terre, voire en toute crainte ... 
Si que n'ayans rien laissé d'incognu en tout l'Univers: nous cherchons 
de nouveaux Mondes en ce vieil Monde : et avec plus d'apparence, que 
ne fit iamais Alexandre Ie Grand, es fantastiques suppositions de la 
Philosophie d' Anaxagore. 5 

Evidently, Voisin now realizes, like Bacon shortly afterwards, 
that the opening up of a new geographical world would inevitably 
give rise to a new scientific world. He emphasizes that the Ancients 
had Ie ss empirical knowledge than the contemporaries and that 
they of ten followed their imagination and the authority of others 
instead of Reason. The latter cannot solve problems unless on the 
spot, by the eyes and the other corporeal (and not imaginative) 
senses. 6 Consequently, the tenet that the Ancients brought the 

1 O .c ., 1. I, p. 10v. 
2 O.c., 1. 111, p. 21v. 
3 O.c., 1. 111, p. 28v. 
4 [Lancelot Voisin]Sieur de la Popelinière, L'Histoire des Histoires, avec 

l'ldée de I'Histoire accomplie ... , Paris 1599, livre I, p. 9. 
5 Lancelot Voisin de la Popelinière, Histoire des Histoires, 1. I, p. 10. 
s O.c., 1. I, pp. 12-13. 
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Arts and Sciences to their perfection now is to him an "avis du 
vulgaire", wbich we should leave bebind us immediately . 

. . . ne se faut pourtant arrester à l'advis du vulgaire, auquel on a 
iusques icy faict a croire, que les Anciens ont amené les Arts et Sciences 
à leur perfection. Moins encor que les Grecs en soient Auteurs. l 

This stands in downright contradiction to bis earlier view that 
it is an "opinion vulgaire" to believe that the Ancients did not 
and could not travel as far as we: at that time he could not believe 
that they were so dull that they did not know the theory and 
practice necessary for oceanic navigation . 

. . . ie n'ay peu croire qu'ils ayent eu l'esprit si morne, et Ie cueur si 
avilli, ... qu'ils ayent ignoré ny la Theorique, ny la Practique de si 
belle et tant proffitable vaccation, si elle estoit bien reglée.2 

With Voisin, then, there is a transition from a standpoint (1582) 
simiIar to that of Francisco de Holanda, to a rather modern belief 
(1599) that progressive change has taken place, a transition from 
looking backward to looking forward. 

Voisin 's remarkable shift of opinion is one of the several indications 
that about 1600 there was an acceleration of cultural change. 
Similar cases may be found in the rather sudden revival of 
corpuscular theories in chemistry and of mechanistic interpretations 
in the natural sciences in genera1.3 

One, rather late, testimony of the importance of Portuguese 
navigations for the development of modern science may be added. 
Christopher Wren, the great architect and mathematician, in bis 
inaugurallecture at Gresham College (1657), pointed out th at the 
Ancients were afraid of venturing into the Ocean and that they 
dissembled tbis by the religious motive of not violating the rights 
of the water deities. But, Astronomy and Magnetics "opened the 
gates of true science", especially through the prodigious attempt 
of Columbus and "the difficulter Voyage of Vasco da Gama, who ... 
twice scoured through the Torrid Zone . . . disco vering the Errors 

1 Histoire des Histoires, 1. II, p. 276. 
2 Lancelot Voisin de la Popelinière, Les trois mondes, 1. I, p. 17v. 
3 R. Hooykaas, H et begrip Element in zijn historisch-wijsgeerige ont

wikkeling, Utrecht 1933, pp. 138, 145-159; cap. X, pp. 160-194. Also: 
"The discrimination between natural and artificial substances and the 
development of corpuscular theory", in: Arch. internat. d'hist. des sciences, 
vol. I (1948), nr. 4, pp. 640-651, and "The experimental origin of chemical 
atomic and molecular theory before Boyle", in: Chymia, vol. I (1949), 
pp.65-80. 
Also: R. Hooykaas, Introduçào á Historia das Ciências, Coimbra 1965, 
pp.91-96. 
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of the Ancients, about Africk, and fust opening a Way to the 
lndies by the Sea".1 

Thus one of the founders of the Royal Society of London clearly 
recognized the connection between the Portuguese discoveries and 
the opening up of the new world of science. 

The Portuguese of the 15th and 16th centuries had to digest 
a multitude of novelties, which gave rise to of ten in compatible 
feelings: pride in their scientific discoveries as weIl as humility 
towards the allegedly superior cultural heritage from the Ancients 
which had made these discoveries possible; pride in the political 
and cultural expansion, as weIl as shame about the moral and 
social evil that went together with it. 

The history of the 16th century and, in particular, that of the 
discoveries and conquests of that period, is fuIl of sharp contrasts : 
we meet with saints and pirates, with people yearning for a paradise 
to be gained and with those mourning about a paradise lost, with 
people noble and mean, generous and cruel, openminded and 
narrow. 2 

If any literature ever was a faithful mirror of the civilization 
from which it sprang forth, this is the Portuguese literature of 
the 16th century. It reflects the widely divergent and sometimes 
opposite reactions to the upheaval caused by the confrontation 
with a new geographical and cultural situation. It shows the birth 
of a new science and even of a new epoch in the history of man kind : 
the sea, which had separated the several branches of humanity, 
now began to unite them and it was by the Portuguese, "opening 
the door to the vast ocean" , that this new development started. 

1 Chr. Wren, Inauguration Speech. In: Parentalia, or, Memoirs of the 
Family of the Wrens ... but chiefly of Sir Christopher Wren . .. compiled 
by his son Christopher. L ondon 1750, p. 203 . 

2 Good and evil d eeds of Portuguese overseas warriors and governors of 
the 16th century, as weIl as the ambivalent m issionary m ethods found 
their reflection in Portuguese literature of that time, as has been 
expounded with great objectivity by H. Cidade (A Literatura Portuguesa 
e a Expansào Ultramarina, 2a ed., Lisboa 1963). 
The 16th century juridical arguments for overseas wars and occupations 
have been treated (in a rather apologetic vein) by p e A. D. de Sousa Costa, 
O.F .M. (A Expansào Portuguesa à Luz do Direito. In: Revista da 
Universidade de Coimbra, vol. XX (1962), pp. 1-243). 
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